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I. INTRODUCTION
Sound is both a physical phenomenon defined as the wave oacilla-
tion of a medium and a physiological phenomenon defined as a sensation
received by the ear due to acoustic waves. As a mechanical vibration
sound is characterized by frequency, amplitude, and phase angle. How-
ever, no simple and unique relationship exists between the physical
measurement of sound and the human perception of sound. Consequently,
many physiological methods exist to evaluate various aspects of the
perception of sound. For example, the human perception of pure tones
is described by normal equal loudness contours.
Furthermore, sound is also a psychological phenomenon which can be
characterized in terms of annoyance and desirability. An undesirable,
unwanted, or excessive sound is called a noise. Besides producing
annoyance, noise can produce various degrees of permanent hearing loss.
Also, since people prefer to live in quiet places and to be near quiet
objects, noise can have an economic importance.
Due to the increasing public concern with the environment and to
the growth of commercial aviation in this country, aircraft noise is
considered to be one of the more significant noise sources. As a re-
'	 sult aircraft noise abatement is a major objective of government and
industry.
Airport community noise can be reduced by applying restrictive
aircraft and airport operational procedures or by developing new tech-
nology. Safety and economic considerations reduce the effectiveness of
1
2such operational restrictions as the multi-segment approach, power cut-
back, runway restrictions, establishment of airport buffer zones, and
land use control. Consequently, in recent years noise has become an
important consideration in the devign of turbofan aircraft engines.
In the study of turbofan aircraft engine noise, the noise is con-
sidered to be due to various sources and each source is associated with
specific components of the engine or specific air flow conditions. The
noise from turbofan engines is often attributed to the following three
sources: the fan, the ,jet exhaust, and the engine core. Fan noise prop-
agates to the ground from both the engine inlet and exit duct planes.
Also, ,jet mixing noise is produced by both the fan and core exhaust air.
These turbofan engine noise sources are shown schematically in Fig-
ure 1. The relative magnitude of fan noise and jet exhaust noise is
generally greater than core noise for most operating conditions of cur-
rent engines.
Fan noise is characterized by a high pitched whine produced by the
rotating fan blades. The high vel£^city ,jet exhaust generates noise as
it mixes with the relatively quiescent atirosphere. The term "core"
noise refers to all the other noise sources including the following:
1. Combustion noise which is the noise associated with pressure fluc-
tuations due to uneven burning
2. Entropy noise which is the noise due to nonuniformities in the ex-
panding gases as they pass through the turbine stages and the
exhaust nozzle
3. Rotating machinery noise due to the compressor and turbine
4. Flow noise due to air passing through ducts and over internal sur-
faces.
ir FAN FAN EXIT NOISE-%%  	
r FAN JET NOISE
INLET	 ^`	 CORE JET
OISE^	 NOISES
t
ENGINE CORE NOISE-/
TURSINE	 STRUTS
COMBUSTOR ENTROPY
COMPRESSOR
Figure 1. - Turbolan engine noise sources.
4Most of the noise from current turbofan engines is attributed to
the fan or jet. Over the past few years aircraft system Quieting tech-
nology has been developed which reduces the noise from these two
sources. However, research on core noise and combustion noise, in par-
ticular, has not been neglected.
Combustion noise research is conducted because it could be impor-
tant in future aircraft design for three reasons. First, it could be
the dominant noise source in the duct-burning turbofan engine, which is
one of the proposed commercial supersonic aircraft engine propulsion
systems (Stewart and Weber (1978)). Second, as the noise from the fan
and set eource: is reduced on future aircraft, the importance of such
secondary sources associated with the engine core as combustion noise
increases. Third, core noise including combustion noise can be a sig-
nificant contributor to overall engine noise during takeoff or approach
when the fan noise aad the het noise are reduced because of forward
velocity effects (Stone (1975)).
In order to characterize aircraft engine combustion noise the fol-
loving items are of interest:
1. The acoustic: power level variation with burner geometry and per-
formance parameters
n. The transmission loss across the turbine and at the engine exit
3. The combustion noise directivity pattern of far field engine data
4. The combustion noise spectral shape
5. The peak frequency of the combustion noise spectrum.
These are also the items a combustion noise prediction scheme would
yield as part of an aircraft engine design procedure.
5In order to obtuln this information, wuny different typea of test
facilities and a variety of measurement techniques are used to study
combustion noise. These tests are conducted with the expectation that
(1) combustion noise measurements on *on-engine test facilities are re-
lated to combustion noise measurements on engine test facilities and
(2) that combustion noise measurements made using different engines are
related to one another. Some of these test facilities and msasurement
techniques will be described next.
The studies of Bonnell, Marshall, and Riecke (1971), Mathews and
Rekos (1976), Karchmer and Reshotko (1976), Shivashankara (1977),
Reshotko, Karchmer, Penko, and McArdle (1977), and Karchmer (1978) were
made using operating turbofan engines.
Combustors installed in open flow ducts were used by Kazin and
Emmerling (1974), Strahle, Muthukrishnan, and Beale (1977a, 1977b),
Abdelhamid, Harrje, Plett, and Summerfield (1973), and Plett, Leshner,
and Summerfield (1975) .
The studies of Eamse;ling (1975), Emmerling and Bekofske (1976),
Sofrin and Ross (1975), Sofrin and Riloff (1976), and Reshotko and
Karchmer (1977) ::ere made using combustors installed in closed duct sys-
tems called componei.c development facilities.
Combustion noise from open flames vas measured by Smith and Kelham
(1963). Hurle, Price, Sugden, and Thomas (1968), Knott (1971), and
Muthukrishnan. Strahle, and Handley (1976).
External and internal pressure measurements can be made on tests
of combustors mounted in turbofan engines and in open flow ducts. Only
internal pressure measurements can be made in tests of combustors in-
6stalled in closed ducts, and only external pressure measurements c4m be
m44e of the noise of open flames.
In the study of combustion noise, pressure measurements are sub-
ject to one-third octave, band analysis or narrov band spectrum analysis
to obtain frequency and amplitude information. Also, transfer function,
correlation, and coherence calculations are sometimes made betwen pairs
of pressure measurements to obtain information on w1plitude and phase
changes during propagation, on time delays betveen signals and on the
signal to noise ratio.
Experimental studies of combustion noise using operating turbofan
engines are made vith realistic combustion region boundary conditions
and at realistic combustion region operating conditions. Hovever, sep-
arating combustion, Pan, compressor, turbine, and jet noise contribu-
tions from one another in external far-field acoustic measurements can
be difficult. Consequently, correlation and coherence techniques using
internal and external microphones have been developed to identity com-
bustion noise in the far-field acouctic measurements and to quantify its
contribution (Karchmor and Reshotko (1976), Shivashankara (1977),
Reshotko, Karchmer, Penko, and McArdle (1977) , Karchmer, Reshotko, and
Montegani (1977), Karchmer (1978)). Using these techniques, the com-
bustor has been shove to be a source of lov frequency core noise
(Karchmer and Reshotko (1976), Karchmer, Reshotko, and Montegani
(1977), Karchmer (1978)).
Extensive testing of many combustor designs on full-scale turbofan
engines using correlation and cohere. _-e techniques can be expensive. An
alter=,ative procedure is to conduct acoustic design studies on a less
expensive test facility. The combustor component duct rig is one type
7of less expensive facility. Because this facility is closed, operating
the combustor at realistic conditions of temper ,.ture, pressure, and flow
is possible. However, the combustion region boundary conditions pro-
duced by a combustor component duct facility differ from those of an
engine since the turbine is not included in the coWneut duct rig.
This may not be too significant since von Glahn (1978) was able to cor-
relate combustor acoustic power levels inferred from internal fluctua-
ting pressure measurements made on both the engine and the combustor
component duct facilities with operating conditions and chamber geome-
tries.
Constructing a combustor test facility which costs less than an
engine can also be accomplished by installing a combustor in an open
flow duct. For this facility also, the combustor boundary eonditi-as
differ from those of an engine. In addition, while the combustor in
this type of facility can operate at turbofan engine combustor temper-
ature and flow conditions, the combustor operating pressure for a given
duct exit termination (horn, open duct, flange, nozzle) is also deter-
mined by the flow and temperature specified. Consequently, matching
engine operating conditions with this rig is difficult. Therefore, the
open flow duct rip is used more often in conducting such fundamental,
research as separating hydrodynamic entropy, and direct combustion
noise contributions to internal fluctuating pressure measurement
(Strahle, Muthukrishnan, and iieale (1977)) than in making parameti-ic
studies.
This disseration describes an investigation of the propagation of
combustion noise in run :open flow duct. This is a new area of re-
search. The research is conducted using a combined experimental and
t
8theoretical approach. The objective of the theoretical investigation is
the study of the interaction of the combustion noise propagating in a
plane wave mode with the duct combustion environment. In this case, the
duct combustion environment includes the emissions produced by the conr-
bustor, the air flow, and the duct exit impedance and inlet impedance.
r
,
The interaction of a propagating plane acoustic wave with combustor
'	 emissicns has not previously been considered. This work uses a dynamic
systems state-space approach to study this problem.
This investigation was initiated due to difficulties encountered
in the study of the structure of the internal fluctuating pressure
spectra measurements taken in an open flow combustion test facility.
The structure of the measured spectra differed from the spectra predic-
ted on the basis of longitudinal duct resonance mode theory using the
combustor duct system exit temperature to determine the acoustic isen-
tropic propagation velocity. However, the changes in the spectral
structure when the g;;ometry is changed longitudinally caused most inves-
t.$dtors to conclude that the spectral structure is related to longitu-
dinal duct resonance modes.
Since the spectral structure could not be understood, doubts arose
about the usefulness of combustion data taken on a. liquid fuel open flow
combustion test facility. The money saved in using this type of facil-
ity for detailed study of combustion noise would be wasted if the ex-
perimental results could not be understood.
The work discussed herein is part of a research program at the
NASA Lewis Research Center. The purpose of the research program is to
analyze the pressure spectra measured within an operating ducted gas
4turbine engine combustor test apparatus. The research program has the
following major goals:
1. Identify the combustion noise source spectra
f-. identity the influence of the duct geometry on the spectrFA
3. Identity interactions between the combustion process and the acous-
ti Co.
This dissertation has the more limited goal of modeling the opera-
ting ducted combustion system and calculating pressure auto-spectra and
crass-spectra. Consequently, only topics related to the propagation of
combustion noise in a ducted system are studied.
In Chapter I1, the failure of the use of the isentropic sound
propagation velocity to predict the frequencies of longitudinal duct
resonance modes in an operating ducted liquid fuel combustion system is
explained. It is shown that liquid hydrocarbon droplets or solid soot
particle emissions from a combustor may make the plane wave propagation
velocity less than the isentrovic speed of sound and may attenuate core
noise. Any variation in plane wave propagation speed may have impor-
tant consequences in the 'resign and selection of acoustical duct lining
to attenuate engine ecru noise. This variation in plane wave propaga-
tion velocity also implies that in ureter to predict the frequency var-
iation of resonance caused peaka and dips in a combustion noise spec-
trum measured in a duct, one must measure soot and hydrocarbon emis-
sions and understand the physics and chemistry of the acoustic emission
interaction.
In the cases ntudied, the air mass flow rates are less than
_' kg1 ee , the duct. exit temperature i. Q:^O K. and the flow Mitch number
is much less: than unity. The type and amount of emissions depends on
in
such combustor operating conditions as the air and fuel mass flow rate
and on the type of fuel. It also depends on combustor design of such
items as swirlers and fuel nozzles. Since the problem is complex, only
two fairly simple types of interactions between emissions and ancrtstics
are treated herein. The interaction discussed occurs in a mixture of
an ideal gas and either a cloud of liquid fuel droplets or a cloud of
solid scut particles. In both cases, the interaction is between a plane
wave propagating in the mixture and the cloud.
Smoke emissions are generated by aircraft engines (Jones (1477)).
Consequently, the presence of a cloud of solid soot particles in a liq-
uid fuel ducted combustor system is possible. Thus the selection of
this case as one to be studied seams reasonable. The selection of the
situation where the duct contains; a cloud of liquid fuel droplets is
more complicated.
In addition to smoke, aircraft engines also produce gaseous hydro-
carbon pollution (.tones (1977)). Moreover, Jones (1977) says that un-
der certain oonditions where a combination of factors produces large
drops and poor mixing of the air with the fuel spray high levels of hy-
+lrocarbons can be produt-ed. The hydrocarbon gas pollution may be due
to droplets which pas: through the flame front without oxidizing and
which eventunily e"Ix-vrnte. Consequently, a cloud of liquid fuel drop-
lots: may exist in the ducted combu s tion r:yst.em studied if droplets can
pass through the flame front and if a typical droplet does not evapor-
ate before it leaves the duct. For the cases studied a particle is in
the duct less than 0.3 second. The calculation of the evaporation rate
of a liquid Ebel droplet. Is discussed by Craves and Bahr (19C59), Faeth
(197`[), and iiarr,je (197:'). Calculations are done using simplified
11
models. The results nre a funetion of the initial conditions such as
droplet dif%meter. Examination of snme typical results shed that while
they ambient temperature (940 K) In 300 to 400 K above the distillation
temperature of the liquid, conditions could exist such that a liquid
droplet might not evaporate completely in the time it is in the duct
( gravers and Bahr (1459)). Accordingly, calculations were made consid-
ering the presence of a cloud of liquid fuel droplets.
The literature contains a number of theoretical and experimental
studies of the propagation of a plane wave through a cloud of particles
which show that particles can cause dispersion and attenuation. Stud-
lea considerint viscous and thermal. interaction but not mass transfer
were made by Marble (1069), Epstein and Carhart (1953), and Chov
(1964), Temkin and Dobbins (1966), and D,..')ins and Temkin (19-67).
Otudir.s which consider water vapor mass transfer in addition to vis-
o pus and thermal inte'rnotion were made by Cole and Dobbins (1970),
Marble and Wooten (1070), Davidson (197 91 ), and Marble and Candel(1975).
't'he ttivory of Colt, and Dobbins was experimentally confirmed by Cole
said Dobbins (1071) .
The phystos of liquid kydrovarb.-)n droplet attenuation is assumed
tt) be ide1jt.i(-nl t,e) the physlet-z cif water dniplet attenuation since-' the
same physical models aiv used to desoribe* dn)plet evaporation (Faeth
(107()). The appronoh followed in caleulating liquid hydrocarbon
droplet attellunt.ion is :similar to that of Marble and t'.andel (1070.
The tm,del for the phys:icn and chemist-ry of oarbon pnrtiole attenuation
i: • klsuldit,,l i,y ;e motificat.ton of tlho theory given by M--:rblo ruid Candel
t l e7 e,1	 The	 ion of miens trruis.fer from the oot partii le to
t he gun, by pert i o l F ox i tint ion i s new .
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In the approach used, the particle spacing is assumed to be small
enough in comparison with the acoustic wavelength that the particle
phase may be represented as a continuous distribution of weak acoustic
source and dipoles. This is the approach used by Marble and Candel
(1975) and a similar approach was previously used by Temkin and Dobbins
(1966), Marble and Wooten (1970), and Davidson (1975). The method is
popular since it shows explicitly the relaxation character of the prob-
lem and includes the dispersion of sound.
In Chapter III, a linear analytic procedure for modeling the com-
bustion duct system acoustics is discussed. The model includes both
the source region governed by the solution to a non-homogeneous wave
equation and the propagation region governed by the solution to the
homogeneous wave equation. All non-linear processes in the system such
as those which might arise due to interaction of the pressure wave and
the emissions are neglected in the model.
A solution to the Sturm-Liouville non-homogeneous one-dimensional
wave equation, which govern_ the source region when there is no mean
uniform flow, can be found by the method of eigenfunctions (Morse and
Feshback (1973, P. 793), Byron and Fuller (1970)), or by construction
of the one-dimensional Green's function (Morse and Feshback (1973,
pp. 122 , 523, 825, 828, and 832), Duff and Naylor (1966)). Applications
of both solution approaches to aero-acoustics are discussed by Goldstein
(1976). The eigenfunction solution method was applied to a combustion
source problem by Mailing (1963). The hon-homogeneous one-dimensional
wave equation cannot be classified as being a Sturm-Liouville type if
flow is included since this introduces complex coefficients into the
wave equation. In the analysis developed in Chapter III, the presence
13
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of a uniform mean duct flow and the interaction of the flow with can-
bustion emissions is included, and the solution approach is based on
construction of the one-dimensioned Green's function.
A solution to the homogeneous one-dimensional Wave equation which
governs the propagation of plane waves in the duct is formulated as a
tvo-port transmission line using acoustic transmission matrices. The
use of this approach to model distributed parameter systems is dis-
cussed by Takahashi, Robbins, and Auslander (1972), and an introduction
to its use in acoustics is given by Lampton (1978). The equations de-
veloped by Lampton (1978) are for the no-flow case. Transmission ma-
trices which include flow have been previously applied to duct acoustic
problems by Parrott (1973).
In Chapter IV, the experimental results are presented. In Chap-
ter V, the experimental results are compared with the theory developed
in Chapter III.
In summary, this dissertation analyzes dispersion in an operating
liquid fuel ducted combustion system, gives a procedure for calculating
pressure auto-spectra and cross-spectra, presents measured auto-spectra
and cross-spectra, and compares the measured spectra with the calcula-
ted spectra.
II. PHYSICAL tONSIDEWIOHS
In this chapter the propagation of a plane wave through a station-
ary gas containing a particle cloud of either liquid fuel droplets or
solid soot particles is discussed. However, the governing equations will
be derived for the more general case of non -zero mean velocity since the
€	 next chapter considers this case. At an appropriate point in this
chapter the additional assumption of zero mean velocity will be made.
A. Governing Equations
The propagation of a plane wave through a gas containing liquid
water droplets or solid soot particles is governed by a wave equation.
The wave equation used in this chapter was derived by considering a
plane wave propagating through a droplet or particle cloud in a sta-
tionary gas. This wave equation was derived by Marble and Candel
(1975) for a cloud of water droplets. This section reviews the deri-
vation and interpretation of this wave equation.
The wave equation derivation is based on the following major as-
sumptions:
(1) The particulate mass fraction and volume fraction are small.
(2) The particulate spacing is smaller than the acoustic wave-
lengths considered. Consequently, the particle cloud and gas can be
treated as a continuum.
(3) The fluctuations of pressure, density, temperature, entropy,
and velocity are small compared with their mean values. Therefore,
the squares and cross products of these parameters can be neglected.
14
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(L) The fluid velocity is much smaller than the speed of sound.
(S) The bulk gas can be treated as an ideal gas.
In deriving the one-dimensional, constant area continuity equa-
tion, the liquid droplets or soot particles are assumed to be mass
sources. Consequently, the density of the gas and the gas velocity are
related in the continuity equation
ap/ae + a(pu)/ax = n#
where p is the gas density, u is the gas velocity, 8 is time, x is
a Cartesian coordinate, and n# is the local mass production rate due
to the presence of n particles per unit volume each having a rate of
mass production of ^. (The symbols used in this chapter are defined
at the end of the chapter.)
The momentum equation for the gas is
a(au)/a8 + a(pu )/ax + ap/ax = nF + nOp 	(2.1.2)
where p is the gas pressure. The first term on the right side of
Eq. (2.1.2) represents a volumetric force due to the n particles per
unit volume each exerting a drag force on the etas, F, as the cloud of
of particles moves through the gas. Using Stokes' drag law, the drag
force is
F'	 6w ru ( up - u)
	
(2.1.3)
where r is the particle radius, u is the gas dynamic viscosity, and
up is the particle velocity. The second term on the right side of
Eq. (2.1.2) represents the momentum added to the gas locally which is
equal to the product of the mass generated and the local particle vel-
ocity up . Substituting Eq. (2.1.1) int ,- vq. (2.1.2) yields
16
Wz(ae + Ou au ax + ai/ax a nF } 4
-
(; _ y)	 ( 2.1,4)
The gas containing the particles is assumed to be a multicosiament
ideal gas characterised by the fallowing two equations.,
P - P'i't/(N1 )	 (2.1.5)
and
e = cvt	 (2.1.6)
where 51 is the gas constant, t is the temperature, (MW) is the gas
molecular weight,; ir, the internal energy per unit mass, and e  is
the gas specific heat at constant volume. The following entropy repre-
sentation of the equation of state is obtained by direct integration of
the relation
t ds=de-pdP/P2	(2.1.7)
after substitution of Eqs. (2.1.5) and (2.1.6):
s - ' so
 = cvin [(TIPO ) (Po/P )Y]
where
cp = c  + R/(MW)
and
Y = cp/cv	(2.1.10)
where s is the entropy of the gas, c  is the gas specific heat at
constant pressure, and Y is the specific heat ratio of the gas.
Fluctuations are assumed to be small so that each quantity is only
slightly perturbed. Hence, each quantity can be written as the sum of
s°s
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an unperturbed or constant value designated by the subscript o and a
small perturbation designated by the subscript 1:
P = PO
 + P1 	{2.1.11)
U = u0 + ul	 ( 2.1.12)
up uP•o + UP.1	 (2.1.13)
P = Po + P1	 (2.1.14)
s	 so + al	 (2.1.15)
0 = 40 + ^l	 (2.1.16)
F . F0 + F1	(2.1.1T)
Substituting Eqs. ( 2 .1.11) to (2.1.17) into Eqs. (2.1.1), (2.1.4),
and (2.1.8) yields the following first-order system of equations:
DP 1 /DO + PO aul/ax = n#1 	(2.1.18)
	
i1/De + apl/ax nFl
 + n®1(up.0 uo ) + n#o(uP 1 - ul )	 (2.1.19)
D(s l /cp )/De = D(pl /Yp0 ) /De - D(P 1/P0 )/De	 (2.1.20)
-e D/De is the substantial derivative, D/De = a /ae + uoa/ax.
Equation (2.1.20) is substituted into Eq. (2.1.18) to remove the
:ity as a variable. The resulting equation in terms of non-dimen-
ial parameters is
	D(pl/Yp0 )/De + c0 a(ul /e0 ) /ax = n® 1 /P o + D(s l /cp )/De	 (2.1.21)
•e c0 is the isentropic speed of sound given by
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co
 - Ysto/(tit) a Ypo/Po	(2.1.22)
Equation 0.1.19) nan b^ written in torso of nondimensional parameters
as
D(ul/eo )/D8 + co a ( pl/Ypo )/Ox n nFl/Poco + (n+l/Poco )(up,o - %)
+ (n#o/Poco)(UP'l - ul )	 (2.1.20
The wave equation discussed in this chapter is deri-v,;4 by making
the following additional assumptions:
(1) The average mass production is zero.
io " 0	 (2.1.24)
(2) The mean particle and gas velocity are both zero.
Up,o = U  = 0	 (2.1.25)
Consequently, the one-dimensional, mixture, linearized conservation
equations for zero mean flow relating perturbations in velocity, pres-
sure, and density are as follows:
a ( pl/Ypo )/a 8 + co a(ul /co )/ax = n4 1 /Po + a(s 1/cp)/a9 (2.1.26)
3(ul /co )/88 + co a ( pl/Ypo )/ ax • nF'l /Poco	(2.1.27)
A wave equation solution to these equations is found next.
The conservation Eqs. (2.1.26) and (2.1.27) contain unknown source
terms }1 , al , and Fl . In order to solve Eqs. (2.1.26) and (2.1.27),
first, a small perturbation in pressure is assumed to cause a small
perturbation in each so uree term. Consequently, transfer functions
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-X(w) /P0, J W /cp, and Jr(w)/poco relating a small change in mass,
entropy, and drag force can be defined ar: follovs:
#[a# 1 /P j - (-&(w)/Po)+[pl/YPJ 	 (2.1.2$)
td [s j/cp^  
_ ( (W)/cp)♦[pl/YPo,
	
( 2.1.29)
+V- 1 /poc.] _ (.t(w)/poco )^ [p] /Yp01 	 (2.1.30)
where #( ] is the Fourier transform operator and w is the angular
frequency.
The next etep is to take the time and space Fourier transform of
Eqs. (2.1.26) and (2 . 1.27) to obtain an algebraic equation. All per-
turbations are assumed to be proportional to exp [(ikon - iw8)] . Conse-
quently, the Fourier transform of a function g of the independent
variables a and x produces another function denoted G of inde-
pendent variables w and kon defined by
M	 G(Wlk00) z	
eiwe
-ik t2x
9( 8 ,x)e	 °	 dx d8 - o[g(e,x)]	 (2.3.31)
The inverse Fourier transform of a function G of the independent var-
iables w and k 0i2 produce another function, g, of the independent
variables 0 and x defined by
/ 12 	 Ailx 
d(k0R ) dw - 0 -1g(e,x) _ I i\	 a-iwe	 G ( w,k0Q)e o	 [1-i (w,koi2)]
(2.1.32)
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To find thv Murier trunc Mrm of n time derivative, the time derivative
of Eq. (2.1.32) is taken
ag(e,x) /ae 	 (-i^)f`1[a(^,xoa)]	 (2.1.33)
Since the Fourier transform operation is unique, taking the Fourier
transform of Eq. (2.1.33) yields
	
•[ag(e,x) /ae] _ (-iw)a[g(e,x)]	 (2.1. 34 )
The corresponding Fourier transform of a space derivative is
	
4[ag(e,x)/ax] _ (ik0A)#[go X)l
	 (2.1 .35)
Taking the time and space Fourier transform of Eqs. (2.1.26) and
(2.1.27) and substituting Eqs. (2.1.2$) to (2.1.30) yields the follow-
ing equation in matrix form
(- ia► ) _ ""9(W) + (-ice) 
	
co( ikof2 )	 PI
o	 p
	
4	 0
I 
o (ikOQ) - I W^OII WO 	 ul/co
(2.1.36)
A non
-trivial solution exists providing the determinant of the coeffi-
cient matrix vanishes. Solving the determinant yields a second-order
Polynomial equation for (ikon)
21
♦ 
iw A-wi - ( ik p ) ( ik it ) - 
W
^' ' 0
01 c c,	 porn	 co cp 	 o	 o	 p c20 0
(2.1.37)
The solution to Eq. (2.1,37) is given by
1{2
( i o0 ) 2	 +
(11
^( 2 + 48
	
Poco	 oco
where
2	
-i
8	
-iw 1 - -iw	 .^t'(w) + -iw ^^
	c o	 eo	 P oco
,,	 c  )
(2.1.38)
(2.1.39)
An approximate solution to the vave number equation ( Eq. (2.1.37)) is
given by Marble and Candel (1975)• This solution may be obtained from
the exact solution ( Eq. (2.1.38)) by assuming that
2
(W)
2
	 48	 (2.1.40)
poc 0
and that
(vw 
-1 . + - iw C^ w
o 	 co	 ep
With these assumptions and after some algebraic manipulation the two
approximate wave number solutions to Eq. (2.1.37) are
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(iko )+ = 1 c - 2c
	
+ (-iw) I + fm	 (2.1.42)
0) o o
	 p	 o 01)
( ik Q)_ - -i i ^-	 J .F(m )o	 (7wo)-(FCO)[^ + (-iW) c  - po o	 (2.1.43)
The wave number for waves moving to the right used by Marble and Candel
(1975) is given by Eq. (2.1.42) in terms of the notation used herein.
By definition, the sound propagation velocity is related to the
wave number equc-tion by
c(w) = im( off) , m/sec
	 (2.1.44)
Also by definition, the acoustic energy attenuation coefficient in
Nepers per meter is
a = -2 Re(iko )
	 (2.1.45)
Nepers per meter is converted to decibels per meter by multiplying by
10 log e = 4.34:
a = -8.68 Re(iko ), dB/m
	 (2.1.46)
In this section the fundamental governing equations were discussed.
Furthermore, for the case where the average mass production, mean parti-
cle velocity, and mean gas velocity :tire zero, equations for calculating
the sound propagation speed and the attenuation of a plane pressure wave
propagating in a cloud of particles were determined. These equations
depend on transfer functions relating a small change in mass production,
entropy production, and drag force to a small change in pressure. The
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derivation of these transfer functions for the case of a plane wave
propagating in a cloud of liquid fuel drops and a cloud of solid soot
particles is discussed next.
B. Response of the Fuel Droplet Cloud
-	 Fuel droplet emissions fmm combustors in the combustion duct eye-
tem can occur when the fuel droplet spray consists of large-diameter
drops and the air injected around the fuel nozzle through swirlers
mi es poorly with the fuel spray. This combination of large fuel drops
and poor mixing produces high levels of hydrocarbon emission (Jones
(1977))• The larger droplets which pass through the high temperature
reaction zone are assumed to evaporate In a relatively cool gas mixture
having a low oxygen concentration. Accordingly, the process is approx-
imated by considering evaporation without combustion (Faeth (1977))
The processes and assumptions typically employed in an analysis of
fuel drop evaporation are discussed by Craves and Bahr (1950), Faeth
(1977), and HarrJe (1970. However, rather than using a complex model
to obiain expressions for .X(w)/p o, .4(w)/cp , and Jr(w) /poco , the
approximate model used by Marble and Candel (1975) for water drop evap-
oration is adapted for use herein by making appropriate assumptions.
This model. is discussed in Appendix A. The resulting expressions pro-
vide: (1) a guide to the order of magnitude of the transfer functions
.4f(w)/p , -(w)/c
	 and .1r(w)ID c , and () information on the fre-^
^?	 t!	 o 0
quency dependence of the sound propagation speed and the attenuation.
Because the resulting expressions are identical to these which could be
obtained from expressions, derived by Marble and Candel (1975), they are
shown in Appendix A. The numerical values of the factors in these ex-
pressions are different because the physical properties were changed
i	
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to those for a fuel drop rather than those for a water drop. The re-
t
salts of calculations using this theory are discussed in section D.
C. Response of the Soot Particle Cloud
Soot produced by gas turbine combustors oxidises as it flows
through the duct system (Linden and Heyvood (1971), Norgren (1971), and
Gouldin (1973)). In order to accurately calculate the response of a
cloud of soot particles to an acoustic pressure perturbation, the mass
distribution, the chemical composition, and the distribution of particle
shapes and sizes should be known. It is also necessary to know the rate
constants for the heterogenous oxidation process and the heat transfer
process. However, at tais time none of this information is known ac-
curately. Consequently, the fallowing model includes the basic physics
and chemistry in only an approximate manner. An experimental study of
the oxidation of soot by Wright (1975) and a mathematical model for the
gasification of coal char discussed by Simmons and Lewis (1977) were
useful in formulating the approach used in this work. The model is
based on the assumption that the soot particles can be treated as being
made of porous carbon, having a spherical shape, and having a uniform
temperature.
The transfer functions .S(w)/p ..
 
J W /cp . and .r(w)/p oco are
derived from equations that describe the particulate phase of the one-
dimensional flow of the gas-soot particle mixture with transfer of
mass, momentum, and energy. When specifying the functional dependence
of .1Tiw) Elp00 and	 f(w) /cp , the following selection is made. As pre-
viously di:;cussed, for the farce acting on the gas due to a particle,
Stokes' viscous drag law is used. Thus, the total force on the gas is
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Pbr the heat transfer from the particles to the gas, Newton's law of
convection is used. Thus, the total heat transfer from n soot parti-
cles into a unit volume of gas having thermal conductivity k is
Q : n{bar,	 K(ts - tr )	 (2.3.2)
•	 s
where the heat-transfer Nusselt number Nu. equals 2 if the air is
stagnant. The value 4 which is generally assumed, is used herein since
the difference between the particle velocity and the gas velocity is
assumed small.
The viscous drag transfer function is discussed first. A soot
particle of mass m ; and radius r  is moving with a velocity us l
•
in the gas. The gas has a velocity u  clue to the wave motion. The
particle experiences a Stokes' drag force of 6Rr$u(ul - us*l ), and the
resulting particle equation of motion is
mS	
Ld	
= Fl = 671rsVI(u l - us ^ l )
	
(2. 3-3)
The gas velocity is related to a pressure perturbation for small per-
turbations by
ul = eoPl /Ypo	 (2. 3.4)
The time Fourier tratisform of Eq. (2.3.0 yield: the following expres-
sion for the response of the particle velocity to a pressure perturbs-
tion:
C
't [11" 1 1 -	 o	 (	 5Hyppo
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where
m
T 
6it rsp
	 (2.3.6)
Physically, the time constant T is the time interval in which the
particle velocity is reduced by a factor of 1/e from its initial
value due to the Stokes' brag force. Substituting Eqs. (2.3.4) and
•
	
	 (2.3.5) into Eq. ( 2.3.3) and using Eq. (2.1.30) yields the following
expression for the viscous drag force perturbation in response to a
pressure perturbation:
F n6Nr p
s
po0
c (-iW)T
o @ (2.3.7)1 +(- iW) T [;^]
Consequently, the viscous drag force transfer function is given by
jrW 	 KS	 iWT
00c0 	T [l + -	 T	 ( 2.3.8)W 
where
nm
K =	 (2.3.9)G	
p 
The heat generated by the oxidation of a soot particle is assumed
to be transferred directly to the particle. Thus, the entropy source
perturbation term may be calculated considering only the heat transfer
between the n particles and the bulk gas using Eq. (2-3-2) as follows:
ds	 11 N
	
tOpo de " (41 = n("rs1 
	 K(tS'l - tm,l )	 (=^=.3.10)
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The differential equation for the entropy souree perturbation can then
be written
Ks ts,l - t•,1	 (2.3.11)d8 cp 	 T s	 to
where
M c
T	
s	 (2.3.12)
S 
k
*r2du. K
S
Physically, the time constant is is the time interval in which the gas
entropy is changed by a factor of 1/e from its initial value.
Perturbations in bulk gas temperature and pressure are related to
perturbations in soot particle temperature by combining the time deri-
vative of the bulk gus energy equation (Eq. (2.1.20) with u  = 0.0)
with the perfect gas law and Eq. (2.3.11) to show
t	 p	 K t	 - t
d8	 t'	 (Y	 1) d	 1	 Ts	 s il t °°+l	 (2.3.13)0)
	
s	 o
The slowest process in the burning of a soot particle controls the re-
action rate. Depending on the temperature and the particle geometry,
this may either be the diffusion of oxygen to the particle surface or
the chemical reaction rate at the surface. For this model, the chemi-
cal reaction rate is assumed to be slower than the diffusion rate
(Linden and Heywood (1971)). Consequently, it controls the oxidation
process. The soot is, for simplicity, assumed to be carbon. However,
evidence exists that the soot contains a few percent hydrogen which,
in practice, could be important. To model the chemical reaction of
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V:
oxygen with the soot, an adsorption/desorption mechanism is used in-
volving the following sequence of reactions:
C + 02 --} (CC)2)a
K
(CO2) __2^• C + 02
a
C + (CO2)
K3
 — 2M,
s
where 
1CO2!is 
a surface oxide (i.e., an 02
 molecule adsorbed on the
e
carbon surfaces (Wright (1975), Simmons and Lewis (1977)).
This process may be followed by a gasification reaction which pro-
duces carbon dioxide (Wright (1975)). Only the initial production of
carbon monoxide is considered herein.
The following concentration equations can be written for the se-
quence of chemical reactions considered:
d8 [(CO2)j= Kl [O2] - K2r\CO2/a- K 3 [(COL,). 	(2.3.14)
 J	 L\ / J	 J
dB CC] = -K2 [(CO2)a] 
+ K1 [02]	 (2.3.15)
The concentration of (CO2) is assumed conste n", because a steady-state
\	 a
condition is achieved where as much is created as is destroyed. Conse-
quently, the time derivative of (CO2 ) is zero. Thus, the left: side
\	 a
of Eq. (2.3.14) can be set to zero, and the following expression for
the concentration of (0021 
a 
is obtained:
t	 /
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r	 = K1[02.1	 (2.3.16)
1 2)a 	 K 2 + K 3
The carbon conswotion rate, which equals the net rate at which mass is
added to the gas by a single particle per unit particle surface area, is
then given by
rr 11	
K,,K 1[021	 K K	 p0
d 40J = Kl [021 - K2 + 	 = K2 + K art(2.3.17)
= Kap02
The following Arrhenius model chemical reaction rates (from Simons
and Lewis (1977)) were determined empirically to fit a wide range of
data:
	K,, = 9500 a 19 ' 700 t kg/m`-sec	 (2.3.18)
2 -15,700/tKlrSgt _,107 	kg/N-sec	 (2.3.19)
K, = 5.5 107 e-38,700/t kg/m2-sec	 (2.3.20)L
The rate of mass addition to the bulk gas per unit volume for soot par-
ticles having surface area as is then
n^ = nasKapO
2	
(2.3.21)
For a small perturbation in surface temperature and oxygen particle
pressure, the resulting change in mass addition can be written as
to dK	
P
0
	
n^ n*0 ni l
 = rias Ka 1 + K d
a t t F0, 0 1 + P0^ ,1	 (2.3.22)
o	 +	
2 ♦0
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F
Thus, the mass perturbation term is given by
P02Lo	 t_ p0^ .
(KAn	 =	 na K	
}
;1 	 (	 s apo	
Po ♦
dt	 to	 p0 2.	 .2(	 3	 3)
2,0
This equation is rewritten as
-P
t	 n*l = Ka y	 is l + Ks Y	 02 1 (2.3.24)
02p°	
to	
t° 	
Ta 02 PO
where
T = —- (2.3.25)a	
AI Kapo
a
sAI = m (2.3.26)
s
PO
YO	 =	 2 ' 0 (2.3.27)
2	 po
and
t0 	 dC = dt (2.3. 20)a
The external surface area per unit mass of a spherical carbon particle
of diwwter	 d	 is
s
kart	 d\2	 1	 m2m2
=	
4R	 —0 d -g
ms	
2
1 	 b	 d 3 2000	 1000	 kg
(2.3.29)ds
3 A\2 /
Typical internal surface area per unit mass of coal char as measured
by molecular adsorption are 100,000 to 400,000 m2/kg for 100 u particles
Q
c
E	
t c
o p
(2.3.33)
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which is four orders of magnitude greater than the external surface area
per unit mass (Simmons and Lewis (1977)). Consequently, the model cal-
culations made herein use internal surface areas per unit mass approxi-
mately four orders of magnitude greater than the external surface areas
per unit mass.
The oxidation reaction is
C+202'C0
The heat generated is given by
(2.3.30)Qc 	 nlhl	 nehe t ITT) C
P	 R
The heat balance equation for a soot particle is then
N
d(ms csts ^ l ) _ - (4wrs)
 d^ K(ts . l - t'. ) - Qc^l	 ( 2.3.31)
When all n particles are considered, Eq. (2.3.31) becomes
K c  d ts,l _ - K s ^ts,l - tM , 
_ E n#1	 (2.3.32)S c  d8	 to	TS	 to	 po
where
The perturbation in the partial pressure of oxygen is related to the
mass source variation and the total pressure perturbation using the
continuity equations. The oxygen continuity equation is
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!U-1
	
34)
for when a mass of carbon, ;l , In added to the W the oxygen concen-
tration is reduced by 16 +/12. The bulk gas continuity equation is
as pl ♦ Po ax = nil	 (2.3.35)
The velocity gradient is eliminated from Eqs. (2.3 . 34) and (2.3.35) as
follows:
	
^tL,	 _	 SP
=nom-_-aI=--2 1- 1 02.1
	
ax	 p°	 P° ae	 PO	 PO	 ae
2,0
	
2,0
Thus ,
	
n4	
ap
1	 00	 1 aP l 	 1	 02 1
	
0	 1+ 12 	 = p ae — P
O
	 ae
	
°	 16 P02.o	 °	 2,0
(2.3.36)
(2.3.37)
However, the oxygen and the bulk gas temperature axe identical, and
the gas properties are assumed to be identical; that is, both behave
as perfect gases. Consequently, Eq. (2.3.37) can be written in terms
of pressure perturbations as follows:
	
n#	 61 + Yf 2 a pl _ p02i
	
P	 12	
: 
a8 P
	
p	 (2.3.,,8)
	
°	 16 Y02	 °	 02,0
Equation (2.3.24) and the Fourier transforms of Eqs. ( 2.3.13),
(2.3.32), and (2.3 . 38) can be put in the following matrix form:
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rt
w
to
N
Oa
w
1
^.
..
1
3
^	 ^ l
N
'
+A ^O	 41 ^O a 
O
a
O
N
G^
s
^ rm	 p O
r^
^ r
Y
r1I
+ tV^D
r♦ 	 Q	 W	 r
^
^ 
+
Q^
^
CY Y+
Ol^
Y ^r
,s	 +
(V
O	 to m
:--4^ M	 Y M	 Q
Y	 i	 - ^ ' W
to U1	 V
m
m^a
Y	 r
} m
Y	 r
O
3 1
1
N
z¢	 NEW
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The solution is
Y	
-lU	 (2.3.40)
The mass source transfer function is found by using the solution
for +1/p0 obtained from Eqs. (2.3.34) and (2.1.28). The entropy
source transfer function is found using the quantities 0(t s'l/to y and
0 (t. 1l/to 1 which were obtained from Eq. (2 . 3.39), the Fourier trans-
-	 form of Eqs. (2.3.11) and (2.1.29).
In this section the response of a soot particle cloud to a pres-
sure perturbation was investigated. As a result equations were derived
for calculating the transfer functions relating a small change in mass
production, entropy production, and drag force to a small change in
pressure. The next section discusses typical dispersion and attenua-
tion curves calculated for sound propagation in a liquid fuel droplet
cloud and in a soot particle cloud.
D. Sample Calculations
A typical dispersion curve and an attenuation curve calculated for
vaporizing fuel droplets by using the arbitrary parameters in Table I
are presented in Figure 2. The propagation velocity varies from 506
m/sec at low frequencies to the isentropic speed of sound (610 m/sec) at
high frequencies. The attenuation is greater than 3 dB/m above 400 Hz.
The relative importance of the transfer functions -d W /p o,
,3(w) /cp , and .T(w)/p ocp in calculating attenuation and dispersion
using Eqs. (2.1.42), (2.1.44), and (2.1.46) can be determined from Fig-
ure 3. The viscous drag transfer function, .'(a)/poco, and the mass
source transfer function,, -X(m)/p o , shown in Figure 3 have negligible
effects at combustion noise frequencies which are below 500 Hz. Conse-
quently,the entropy source transfer function determines the attenuation
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TABLE I. - Paraetersa used to calculate dispersion and attenuation
for the case of fuel droplets vaporizing
t,	 K	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 922.0
K, w/m-h
	
. 5.38/10072
P o t kg/m
3
 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 0.378
cp , J/kg-K	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 1100.0
Y............ 1.4
P L , k9/m3 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 845.0
cL , J/kg-K	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 1700
rL ,	 m	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 1100x1076
(HW) g
	.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 28.97
(MW) L 	.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 114.0
P, kg/m-sec .	 . .	 .	 3.66x1075
0V8
 , m2/sec .	 . .	 .	 4.54x1075
aDefined in Appendix A.
Kv '	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 0.05
HVL , J/kg .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 4.16x107
nmL, kg/m3 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 0.0058
c	 , m/sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 610.00
TI ,	 HVT /,ro pc	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 41
5.	 (w)v l^tfil ) 9' 3.94
n	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 1.64x1013
mL ,	 kg	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 3.54x1© 15
K L , NIL/P o .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 1.53x10 2
T,	 sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 5.13x 10 6
T D ,	 sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 1.64x 10 5
TTL ,	 sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 1.18x 10 5
2,
	 6
0
1	 10	 100	 1000	 10 000
FREQUENCY, Hz
Figure 2 - Calculated acoustic attenuation and dis-
persicn in region containing vaporizing fuel droplets.
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Figure 3. - Calculated viscous drag force, mess
source and entropy source transfer functions in a
region containing vaporizing fuel droplets.
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and dispersion at low frequencies. Specifically, the viscous drag force
transfer function can be neglected below 1200 Hz. Above 1200 Hz the
entropy transfer function becomes less than the viscous drag force
transfer function and this accounts for the increase in the attenuation
shown in Figure 2 above 1200 Hz.
A typical dispersion curve and an attenuation curve calculated for
oxidizing soot particles by using the arbitrary parameters in Table II
are shown in Figure 4. for soot particle mass fractions of 0.015 (exam-
ple 1, 'Table II) and 0.0014 kg/m 3 (example 2, Table II) and an oxygen
partial pressure of 0.05. The sound propagation speed varies from 440
m/sec for a macs fraction of 0.0014 and from 420 m/sec for a mass frac-
tion of 0.015 at low frequencies to the isentropic speed of sound (610
m/sec) at high frequencies. The attenuation for a mass fraction of
0.015 is greater than 3 dB/m above 400 Hz. However, it drops to less
than 1 dB/m for a mass fraction of 0.0014. It was also found that for
these cases the viscous drag force transfer function and the mass
source transfer function could be neglected at low frequencies.
In this chapter the .ropagation of a plane wave through a station-
ary gas containing a particle cloud of either liquid fuel droplets or
solid soot particle; was studied. The fundamental governing equations
were discussed. In addition, sample calculations were made producing
typical dispersion and attenuation curves for both cases. Sample trans-
fer function calculations for the liquid fuel droplet cloud case were
also presented. The failure of the use of the isentropic sound propa-
gation speed to predict the frequencies of longitudinal duct resonance
modes is explained as being due to the presence of clouds of particles
which cause the sound to propagate at a lower veloc:cy at combustion
19
TABLE II. - Parameters used to calculate dispersion and attenuations
curves for the case of soot particles oxidising
to , K
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 . 922.0
K, W/a-K	 .	 .	 . . . 5.38x10 2
P, kg/m3 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 0.378
cp , J/kg-K	 . . .	 .	 .	 1100.0
Y.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 1. 4
P 
s , 
kg/a3 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 1880.0
cs , J/kg-m3 .	 . .	 .	 .	 3200.0
I.0x106rs ,m.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .
(Mw).	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 28.97g
u, kg/m-sec .	 . .	 .	 3.66x 10 5
K0*
	
0.05
R, J/kg .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .-3.637x106
AI, *2 /kg . . . 	 . .	 .	 . 4. 0x108
c 0 , *m/sec .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 . 609.0
CS $/Toep .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .-3.585
Ka. kg/N-sec 8-08K10710
T^ dKa
.	 .	 .	 .	 17.03Ta
mS , kg	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 7.87x10 15
t, sec	 . 1.14x10 5
T S ,	 sec	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 1.50X10-6
T a ,	 see	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . . 3.09x105
Example
2
n
	
7.36x 1011 	6.73x1010
nuns , kg/m3
	
5.8x10 3	 5.3x10 L
K S , nm,/Po	 1.5x1) 2	 1.4x10 3
9 IdN
a
o>CC
a0
40
Ks
--....... L Sx10-2
ZZ
	 40	
L610-3
ZpE
i
1	 10	 100	 1000	 10 000
FREQUENCY, Hz
Figure 4 - Attenuation and dispersion for oxidizing
soot particles.
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noise frequencies. In the next chapter the propagation of a plane wave
through a moving gas containing a soot particle cloud is discussed.
Moreover, a model for the operating ducted combustor system will be
described which can be used to calculate in-duct pressure auto-spectra
and cross-spectra.
Symbols Used in This Chapter
	
,p/	 matrix
	
AE 	soot particle exterior area per unit mass, m2/kg
	
AI 	soot particle interior area per unit mass, m2/kg
	
as
	soot particle surface area, m2
	
c	 soot mass, kg
c(W)	 sound propagation speed, m/sec
	
co	isentropic speed of sound, m/sec
	
C 	 gas specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K
	
C 	 soot particle specific heat, J/kg-K
	
c 
	 gas specific heat at constant volume, J/kg-K
	
d	 diameter, m
	
e	 internal energy, J/kg
	
F	 particle force exerted on gas
.r(A /poeo viscous drag transfer function
	
f	 frequency, Hz
	
H	 heat-transfer coefficient, W/m2-K
	
i	 (-1)1/2
	
Ka
	effective chemical reaction rate, kg-N-sec
	
K 	 chemical reaction rate of the tth process
	
k 	 propagation wave number, Wico , m 1
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-Ar(w)/po mass source transfer function
(Ma) molecular weight
M soot particle mass, kg
NuH heat-transfer Nusselt number, Hd/r
n number of particles per unit volume
ni , ue number of moles
Nlm2p pressure,
PO partial pressure of oxygen, N/m2
2
Q heat transferred to gas from particles by convection
Qc heat generated by chemical reaction per unit mass of fuel,
J/kg
R gas constant
r particle radius, m
j (w)/cp entropy source transfer function
s entropy of gas, J /kg-K
t temperature, K
U system forcing function
u velocity, m/sec
x Cartesian coordinate
Y system state vector
Y relative concentration, partial pressure ratio or density
ratio
a acoustic attenuation coefficient, dB/m
see Eq.	 (2.1.39)
Y specific heat ratio of gas
E chemical heat parameter, Qc/cpto
chemical reaction rate parameter, (to/Ka)(dKa/dt)
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S
8 time, see
K gas thermal conductivity, M/m-K
K s soot particle mass fraction, nms /po
u gas dynamic viscosity, kg/m-sec
P gas density, kg/m3
T Stokes' relaxation time, m/6*rsu, see
T adsorption relaxation time, 1/AlKap0 , sec
T s soot particle thermal relaxation time,
(mscp )/4wr2(NN/ds )K, sec
^[	 ) Fourier transform operator
mass source rate
12 dispersion-attenuation propagation wave number factor
w angular frequency, 2wf, radians/sec
Superscripts and subscripts:
(^) vector quantity
(	 ) instantaneous quantity
(	 ) downstream propagating
(	 ) upstream propagating
a adsorbed
C carbon
H heat transfer
02 molecular oxygen
o reference state
p particle
s soot
1 perturbed quantity
Go in bulk gas far from soot particle
a
III. ACOUSTIC MODEL OF THE COMBUSTION DUCT SYSTEM
The effect of attenuation and dispersion on duct spectra measured
in a flowing confined gas containing soot particles is discussed in this
chapter. The analysis presented in the last chapter investigated atten-
uation and dispersion in a stationary, infinite bulk gas containing
particles. Consequently, the previous analysis must be modified to
take into account the presence of mean flow.
In the last chapter it was determined that the viscous drag trans-
fer function .r(w)/p oco , and the mass source transfer function,
.4f(w)/p0 , have negligible effects at combustion noise frequencies on
attenuation and dispersion. Thus, the entropy source transfer function,
d(w)/cp , determines the attenuation and dispersion at low frequencies.
However, the entropy source transfer function, J(w)/cp , defined in
Chapter I depends on terms related to the mass source.
In this chapter, it is assumed at the start that the viscous drag
transfer function, r(w)/p oco , and the mass transfer function,
_X(w)/p o , have negligible effect at combustion noise frequencies on at-
tenuation and dispersion and that only the entropy source transfer
function, d(w)/cp , is important.
In addition, the entropy source transfer function, d(w) /cp , de-
fined in this chapter will be determined by assuming that the conse-
quences of soot particle surface oxidation can be idealized as produ-
cing a constant time-independent soot particle temperature. Conse-
quently, the model presented in this chapter includes only the effect of
^^	 44
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heat transfer between the soot particles and the flowing gas. This as-
sumption yields a set of equations dependent on only a single time con-
stant. As a consequence, the equations can be formulated as a distri-
buted system parameter identification problem with a single unknown
time constant. The model described in Chapter I is more complex and
depends on more.parameters.
An extensive review of the distributed system parameter identifica-
tion problem is given by Polis and Goodsen (1976). Rather than using
any of the methods described by Polis and Goodsen to evaluate the un-
known time constant, it will be evaluated as follows. First, the solu-
tion to the problem discussed herein is approximated by the solution to
an acoustic wave equation. Then, the acoustic wave equation and its
solution are used to model the propagation in the duct system and to
calculate auto-spectra and cross-spectra. Finally, by comparing meas-
ured spectra w-.d calculated spectra the unknown time constant may be
determined.
A. Analysis
1. Model Wave Equation
The mass transfer and the body force due to viscous drag are ne-
glected. Consequently, Eqs. (2.1.18) and (2.1.19) yield in non-
dimensional form the following one-dimensional continuity and momentum
equations relating small perturbations:
D(P 1 /P 0 )/De + coa(u1 /c0 Vax = 0	 (3.1.1)
D(u1 /co )/D8 + coa(pl/YP0)/ax a 0	 (3.1.2)
The energy equation derived by considering only the heat transfer
between the particles and the bulk gas is
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tpDs/D9 • AQ	 (3.1.3)
where the heat transfer rate per soot particle from the particle into a
unit volume of gees is
R = (1wrs) (HuH/ds)K(ts - tw )	 {3.1.4)
This equation is similar to Eq. (2.3.10). However, the total deriva-
tive appears in place of the time derivative since the gas has a mean
velocity. The total derivative is given by
D/De = a/ae + u a/ax0
where the first term on the right side is the temporal member and the
second term is the convective member in the x direction. When the mean
flow is zero, as it was assumed to be in the previous chapter, the con-
vective member is zero. However, even with flow, when the entropy is
constant the convective term is frequently neglected if the time to con-
vect a disturbance through the volume of interest is large compared with
the time required for a quantity to change from a minimum to a maximum.
The entropy is not constant in this problem since the heat transfer be-
tween the soot particles and gas is taken into account. Therefore, the
effect on the attenuation and dispersion of the convective term and the
heat transfer term may be of the same order of magnitude. Consequently,
the convective term is included in the governing equations.
In deriving the small perturbation form of the energy equation the
soot particle temperature is assumed to be time-independent
t
s = t s,o
	
(3.1.5)
Consequently, for small perturbations the energy equation (Eq. (3.1.3))
yields
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D(sl/cp )/De - -( K 8 A s hss 1/tom to
Thus, the system model depends on a single time constant, T s /K a. This
time constant is the ratio of the heat transfer time constant to the
soot particle mass fraction.
These equations are simplified further using small perturbation
thermodynamic relations. The ideal gas entropy equation is, for small
perturbations using Eq. (2.1.8),
sl pl - p  C  
YPo Po
Also, using Eq. (2.1.5), for small perturbation^ the gas equation of
state is
P1 = P1 + 
tt
Po p o	 m,o
Equations (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) are substituted into Eq. (3.1.6) to deter-
mine the response of the gas temperature to a pressure perturbation.
Thus,
D
\
 
D 1_ 	 =D -Y + t' a _S t°°'1
cpD6
(7P
	
Po P o	D8	 Ypo Pl	 t..
,o 	 Ts 
t. 
so
From Eq. (3.1.9) the desired relation is
Kt=: _D1=Ypl(3D
	
e	 Ts t. 90	 De	 Y	 po
To remove the density perturbation, Eq. (3.1.7) is substituted into
Eq. (3.1.1).  Thus
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D4 Po cl * co x co ' 0	 (3.1.11)
p
Solving Eq. (3.1 . 11) for D ( sl/cp VD8 yields
D^8	 s 1e p ♦ co 2x a	 (3.1.12)p	 o	 0
Equations (3.1.2), (3.1.6), (3.1.10), and (3.1,12) are the funda-
mental model equations. These equations are next written in state var-
iable form using acoustic pre sure, particle velocity, entropy, and gas
temperature as the state variables. Then a solution to the model dif-
ferential equation is derived.
2. State Variable Formulation
The system differential equation based on the small perturbation
approximation is discussed next. Equations (3.1.2), (3.1.6), (3.1.10),
and (3.1.12) are written in state variable form as
A e q+ Bu  a x q+ Z  - 0
where
1- y 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
A
0 0 1 0
1 0 -1 0
1 -y	 0	 0	 1
co/uo
	
1	 0	 0
B . {3.1.15)
0	 0	 1	 0
1	 co/uo	 -1	 0
0	 0	 0	 K8/rs
0	 0	 0	 0
C =
0	 0	 0	 K$/ta
0	 0	 0	 0
pl/yPo
ul/co
	
q	 (3.1.17)
sl /cp
The state variable solution to Eq. (3.1.13) is assumed to have the
form
4
(ikoS2 )gx-i4^^
	
^ j (x, ?^ )	 njQe	 (3.1.18
E-1
Taking the Fourier transform in the time variable and the space varia-
ble of Eq. (3.1.13) produces a set of four homogeneous algebraic equa-
tions in four unknowns expressed by the following matrix equation
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[A(-iw) + B ( ik0Q)u0 + C14Fim), ( ik0Oil 	 ( 3.1.19)
A non-trivial solution to Eq. (3.1.19) exists if and only if the follow-
ing determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes:
K
AU- Y)	 0	 0	 e + zs
s
(i ot2)c0 	 e	 o	 0	 = 0
	 (3.1.20)
0	 o	 e	 KS/TS
A	 C0(iK0Q)	 -e	 0
where
	
A - (-iw) + ( iKO )u0	 (3.1.21)
Solving the determinant equation yields a third-order polynomial Wave
number equation for (iK 0 S2),
2
C^
l - 1 -T e = (iKO ) 2 	(3.1.22)
0)
	 1 + s
K
S
and a solution A = 0 which corresponds to a wavenumber
(iKO ) o = 
uW	 (3.1.23)0
The roots of the third-order polynomial equation can be found numeri-
cally to great accuracy using an iteration method due to Muller (Conte
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and de Boor (1972)). For the data studied herein the Mach to-Mber is
low and a good approximate solution at all frequencioa is
(iKaOo = - Tru + i (3.1.24)
s0 U0
+i(W/C5)
	
(iK 0Q) = 1 + M
	
(3.1.25)
a
i(^►/ca)
	
(iK0
	M
0 - - - 1 -
	
(3.1.26)Ms
where
C
CS	 o	 (3.1.27)
	
^+	 (Y-^^
T
1 + (-im)
T5s
and
u
M =	 (3.1.28)
s	 c
s
The state variable volution to Fq. (3.1.10 is expressed in terms
of four one-dimensional normal modes with wave numbers given by Eqs.
(3.1.23) to (3.1.26). Equations	 and (3.1.26' indicate that two
modes may be interpreted as acoustic modes corresponding to right and
left traveling acoustic waves. The retwiining wades represent waves
traveling with the flow. The wave defined by Fq. (3.1.23) is atten-
uated. However, this is not true tur the wave defined by Eq. (3.1.24)
:since T 8 /K ` is assumed to be small. 'Thus, the attenuation of the wave
1
4
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traveling with the flow calculated by substituting Eq. (e.1.24) into
Eq. (2.1.46) is very large and this wave is highly damped for the cases
considered herein. Consequently, this mode quickly decays in the com-
bustion duct system. The wave with wave number given by Eq. (3.1.23)
is assumed to have negligible effect on the system. Thus, the pressure
and particle velocity and the structure of the pressure auto-spectra
and cross-spectra are assumed to be determined only by the acoustic
modes.
The state variable differential equation (Eq. (3.1.13)) depends
upon four dependent variables: pressure, particle velocity, entropy,
and bulk gas temperature. In the next section the non-acoustic modes
are removed from this state variable differential equation. This pro-
duces an acoustic state variable system differential equation which has
two independent variables: pressure and particle velocity. However,
the new acoustic wave number solutions are identical to the previous
ones. The acoustic state variable system differential equation is
further simplified by use of a velocity potential function to create a
single one-dimensional differential equation. This is the equation
used to model the system.
3. Acoustic State Variable Formulation
The set of differential equations which has only the acoustic mode
is obtained by nc-glectinp the convection term, u0Wax in Eq. (3.1.6).
As a consequence Eq. (3.1.9) becomes
a (sl
	 d (1-Y) pl+ t_,l 
- 
-Ks tt
d0 cP	d0	 Y	 Po	 tm,o	 Ts tm,o
(3.1.29)
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From this; oquat.if>n the re.^.txonno of the bulk gas temperature to a pres-
sure perturbation is
(
+ Ks t	 ,^ _ .$. .=,r P1	 (3.1.30)Id,-
, i s tm o	 M	 Y ) p 
Taking the Fourier transform in the time domain in Eqs. (3.1.29) and
( 3.1.30) yields
t	 dPo4 	 (3.1.31)0	 (-iW) +  
and
't
	
W	 P7.0[
7p	 cp	 YPo (3,1.32)
Whe re
.1(W)	 (1 - Y)	 (3.1.33)
C	 Kp	 s
+ (-l.W) T
S
The time Fourier transform of Eq. (3.1.1) is
2
 re
l?i^ lC(-iW)+u0 ax e1 +`^03xQYF?0 = 0	 (3.1.3i+)c
substituting, Eq. (?.1.V) into the time Fourier transform of
Eq. (3.1.1.') yields
d	 I W) rI`1
	
u
I(-i:.^) + u"fix] 1 -	 G	 it	 + `^^ ax	 cl 0 	 (3.1.35)
 i.	 IYPOI
	01-
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A plane wave solution to Eqs. (3.1.3+) and (3.1.35) can be obtained in
terra:, of a velocity potential, ^, where
a
ul - ki	 (3.1.36)
and
pl=po (ae +uoa )0	 (3.1.37)
Substituting the time Fourier transform of Eqs. (3.1.36) and (3.1.37)
into Eq. (3.1.35) yields a new governing partial differential equation
called the non-adiabatic velocity potential wave equation
2
Lm[*j _ ^(-fk s ) + Ms	 tM — dL 'P[O] = 0	 (3.1.38)
dx
where
c
°e s	 (3.1.39)
1 - .1 ^ 1!4
C p
and
	
k = w	 (3.1.40)
s	 c
s
The velocity potential solution is assumed to be proportional to
exp((ik0Q)x - WO)). Substituting this solution into Eq. (3.1.38)
yields a wave number equation which has the acoustic wave numbers given
by P,qs. ( .1.?`) and P.1. 16) as a solution. Consequently, the velocity
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potential wave equation solution consists of an acoustic wave traveling
upstream and downstream expressed as
[ae 
(ik 0  ) +x + be
(iko ) x e iWe ( 3.1.1►1)
In the following sections the use of the Fourier transform operator no-
tation is discontinued and all variables such as *, p, and u are
Fourier transformed variables. The following sections apply the acous-
tic state vector formulation and the velocity potential definition to
the study of sound pro pagation in the ducted combustion system.
B. Application to Ducted Combustion System
The analysis developed in the last section is now used to study the
spectral structure of pressure measurements made in the ducted combus-
tion system shown in Figure 	 The ducted combustion system shown in
Figure 5 consists of: (1) a source region inside the combustor can,
(?) a non-source region inside a spool piece and a long duct, (3) an
area expansion and contraction on either side of the spool piece, and
(4) a downstream boundary at the exit of the long duct and an upstream
'—indary at the combustor inlet.
The solution for the velocity potential in a non-source region is
given by Eq. (3.1.41). The velocity potential wave equation
(Eq. (3.1.38)) is assumed to apply in the source region with the addi-
tion of a source term G(w,x) on the right-hand side. Using the com-
bustor inlet and exit impedance as a boundary condition, a unique Green's
function solution for the velocity potential is found. The acoustic
pressure and particle velocity can be found from a velocity potential
solution using Eqs. (3.1.36) and (3.1.3?). Consequently, the acoustic
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Figure 5. - Ducted combustion system.
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pressure and particle velocity at the combustor exit can be determined
from the velocity potential solution in the combustor. The acoustic
pressure and particle velocity at the combustor exit can then be used
to find the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at any other point
in the ducted combustor system With four-pole equations in transmission
matrix form derived using Eqs. (3.1.36), (3.1.37), and (3.1.41). The
combustor exit impedance can be calculated from the duct exit impedance
using the same four-Dole transmission matrix equations. The transmis-
sion matrix approach is discussed by Parrott (1973, Lampton (1978),
Igarashi and Toyama (1958), Miwa and Igarashi (1959), and Igarashi and
Arai (1960).
Details of the mathematical models used in calculating the auto-
spectra and cross-spectra are presented in the following sections. The
next section discusses the source region.
1. Source Region
The acoustic state vector approach developed in the last section is
used to study the spectral structure of pressure measurements made in
the ducted combustion system. The linear non-homogeneous velocity po-
tential wave equation assumed to apply in the source region is
4 = G(w,x)
	
(3.2.1)
The boundary conditions at the combustor inlet and exit are, respec-
tively,
7CI	 1 p
c = p c 
ul	
(3.2.2)
p 0 0	 0 o	 1.=0
and
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'CE _ __L_ Li
poco 
poco 
u  
1x-L
c
In the following anO ysis, the cumbu.-Lion noise source is assumed to be
acoustically compact in the x-direction. That is, the size of the
source region is assumed small in comparison with the length of the
waves generated. The volume source-distribution of monopole order con-
fined to the duct cross-section x = x t is written as
G(w,x) - Co .IC'(w)d(x - x1 ) (1- Ms)	 (3.2.4)
Similar source descriptions have been previously applied by Mani (1978)
to a fan noise problem and by Morfey (1971), Ingard and Singhal (1975,
and Swinbanks (1975) to duct noise source problems.
Substituting Eqs. (3.1.38) and (3.2.4) into Eq. (3.2.1), and the
time Fourier transforms of Eqs. (3.1.36) and (3.1.37) into Eqs. (3.2.2)
and (3.2.3) and some algebraic manipulation yields a mathematical prob-
lem that has the form of a general second-order Sturm-Liouville differ-
ential equation with unmixed boundary conditions:
Sl'	 - dx (E Atx) +	 = ECoJr(-)5(x - xt )	 (3.2.5)
4 (0)
	 P cI + Mo dx
it
 
+ (-ik0 )+^	 = 0	 ('3.2.6)
0 0	 x=0
CE (Lc ) =	 p cI + Mo dx + (-ik
o )^	 = 0	 (3.2.7)
0 0	
x=L
•	 c
where
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2(-ikaMs)
1-M2
c = e	
s	 (3.2.8)
and
e(-ik )2
	1 - M2	
(3.2.9)
s
However, since the differential equation has complex coefficients the
operator Y is not self-adjoint or Hermitian.
Since the differential equation is not self-adjoint, the develop-
ment of a solution in terms of an orthogonal set of eigenfunctions is
more complex than obtaining a solution by constructing the Green's
function solution (see Swinbanks (1975), Morse and Feshback (1953),
pp. 884-886), and Kraft (197T)). The Green's function solution is con-
structed using the two initial value solutions of the homogeneous equa-
tion
Y^ = 0
	 (3.2.0)
which satisfy Eqs. (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). This method is described by
Horse and Feshback (1956, PP. 523-53 0 ) and Friedman (1956) who apply it
to self-adjoir. operators. The solution to Eq. (3.2.10) with boundary
condition t*iven by Eq. ( 3.2.6) is
(ik S2) + x	 (ik i2) x
SCI = a e o
	
+ HCIe o (3.2.11)
where
6o
+Mo i^+-1
(;'—.c.,o
RCI .	 (3.2.12)
1 - n- M + ZCIpo 0
The solution to Eq. (3.2.10) with boundary , condition given by Eq. (3.2.7)
is
(ik 0%(ik S2) x
	*CE= CE 
e o	 + 
RCEe 
o
where
Z 	 +
+ M i2 - 1[(;07oo 	 °	 iko(R+-f2_ )Lo
RCE _ --
	
e
_
1	
Z
-52 M +
o p°c°
(3.2.13)
( 3.2.14 )
Consequently, the Green's function solution to Eqs. (3.2.5) to (3.2.7)
is given by
el	
^CE(xd) CI (x)
oit (W) W xx )
:9(	 ) _^,x,xt
^'CI(xd*CE(x)
R
0 < x < x t < L c
(3.2.15)
0 < x t < x < L c
where W(x) is the Wronskian
W(x) _SCI ^dx - WCE 
ddx	 (3.x'•16
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Using the time Fourier t usforms of Eqs. (3.1.36) and (3.1.37), the
pressure and particle velocity Fourier transforms at the combustor exit
are
Pi = po (-iW) + u  1 J(W,X,Xt
)
	 (3.2.17)C
x•Lc
and
ul - 2X S (W,x,xt )	 (3.2.18)
Equations (3.2.17) and (3.2.1P) define the acoustic state vector at the
combustor exit determined from the combustor inlet and exit boundary
conditions and the source spectrum. Relating the acoustic state vector
at the combustor exit to the acoustic state vector at any other point
outside the source region is done using an acoustic transmission matrix.
The acoustic transmission matrix is based on the solution to the homo-
geneous wave equation -jnd it will be discussed next.
2. Duct Acoustic Transmission Matrix
The duct acoustic transmission matrix relates the acoustic pres-
sure and particle velocity at one point in the duct to the acoustic
pressure and particle velocity at another point providing neither point
is in a source region and the duct has a constant area. It is calcu-
lated as follows.
Substituting Eq. (3.1.41) into Eqs. (3.1.36) and (3.1.37) yields
the pressure and particle velocity equations
x(ik S2) + x	 (ik S2)
pl = poco(-iko) 
ally o	 + a l°be	 °	 (3.2.19)
and
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(ik Sl j +x	 ( ik il ) x
ul = (iko) a
218e °	
+ a22be °
	
(:5.2.20)
where
all = 1 - Moil+ 	(3.2.21)
a12	 1 - oil	 ( 3.2.22 )
s21 = Sl+ 	 (3.2.23)
and
a22 = f2	 ( 3.2.24 )
The integration constants a and b in Eqs. (3.2.19) and (3.2.20)
are determined by assuming that x = 0, p = p(0), and u = u(0) at the
upstream boundary and x = L, p = p(L), and u = u(L) at the downstream
boundary. As a consequence, the relation between the acoustic state
vector at x = 0, y(0) and the acoustic state vector at L, Y(L) is
pl	 all
	
a12pl 
Y.
	 -
	
=[%'n ]Y(0)	 (3.2.25)
ul x_L	 a21 a`2 
ul 
x=0
where
(iko )+Lc
	
(ik0Sl)-Lc
_ a11a22e	- a12a21e
a ll	 a11a^^ - a^1a12
i
(3.2.26)
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- a22821e
	
a21	 poco gll a22 - A21a12	
(3.2.28)
and
(ikof2)+Lc	 (iko ) Lc
-
a21a12e	 + alla22@	 (3.2.29)a22
	
a31a22 a21a12
Now that the transmission matrix between two points in a constant area
duct has been derived, it is necessary to discuss the transmission ma-
trix that applies across a discontinuity.
3. Discontinuity Transmission Matrix
The four-pole transmission matrix used at the Junction of two pipes
of different diameter is based on an acoustic energy conservation law.
Various definitions for the acoustic energy in flowing fluids are given
by Morfey (1971), Mohring (1971), Candel (1975), Eversman (1979),
Tester (1973), and Bergman (1946). While none of these definitions is
applicable to a plane wave propagating through a soot particle cloud in
a flowing field, the method for finding an energy conservation equation
used by Morfey (1971) and by berpman (19:6) is applicable. The rela-
tionship which has the form of an acoustic energy conservation law is
derived using Eqs. (3 . 1.3+) and (3.1.35). A quantity corresponding to
acoustic energy flux is defined by
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N=flw1
	 (3.2.30)
where the acoustic energy per unit mass is
fl = u0ul + pl /Po	 (3.2.31)
and the mass flux fluctuation rate is
wl
 = P oul + 
uo" i	 ( 3.2.32 )
If Eq. (3.1.3+) is multiplied by w /co and Eq. (3.1.35) by fl /co, the
sum of the resulting second-order equations can be put in the form
(-iw) 
c +	 P 	
0	 (3.2.33)
0
where E represents an acoustic energy density
2
E _ ul 	 d(u) uo gI ul	 _ w) p
) 
++ 2 1 -
c2	 co	 cp	 co Ypo co	 cp
 (TP14o0
(3.2.34)
N	
(!f(,
^ ^
P0c0=C0 	 C0(3.2.35)
Integrating Eq. (3-2.33) over a volute yields
(-iw) E? dV + f
s
n da = 0
	 (3.2.36)
c 
v	
o
since
	
fn F dV = f F n da	 (3.2-27)
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The area discontinuity can be assumed to take place sharply at the junc-
tion of two pipes with different diameters causing the flowing gas to
undergo a sudden expansion or contraction. As a consequence of
Eq. (3.2 . 36), across the pipe discontinuity the acoustic energy is
constant
N(1)S(l) = N(2)S(2)	 (3.2.38)
To derive a transmission matrix across the discontinuity Eq. (3.2.38) is
rewrit'.-In as
.ji(1) _-f1 (?)	 (3.2.39)
and
S(1)wl(1) = S(?)w l (2)	 (3.2.40)
Algebraic manipulation shows that the acoustic state vectors on either
side of the discontinuity are related by
Y (x l ) 	 [Sm,n]Y(x`)	 (3.2.41)
where the resulting transmission matrix is given by
R0csMs (2) 	
L
1	 S(1)J1	
^	
^
ISM[Bmn J
s(2) 1 - M2 (2)]
n
,,(11 1 - lc i Ms(^)J
(3.2.42)
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The next section discusses the last step in formulating the model which
is the specification of boundary conditions at the combustor inlet and
the duct exit.
4. System Boundary Conditions
First, the boundary condition at the duct exit is discussed. Ex-
perimental investigations of the exit impedance of flow ducts reported
by Mechel, Schilz, and Dietz (1965) and Cummings (1978) show the duct
exit pressure reflection factor may be greater than unity. Theoretical
investigations reported by Lumsdaine (1977), Lumsdaine and Ragab (1977),
and Mungur and Plumblee (1979) show that the pressure reflection factor
is greater than unity because of the flow field at the duct exit. The
following empirical expression for JR1 is given by Ingard and Singhal
(1975)
(1 - M) 1.33
JR1 = 0.95	 l 
+ Mo)	 krd < 0.5	 (3.2.43)
where JR1 is measured at the upstream end of a duct. In the case of ,jet
exit. flow, M  is replaced by -Mo (Lumsdaine (1977)). For the case
studied herein JR1 is about 1.03.
The model calculations shown are made using the following combus-
tion duct exit pressure reflection factor
R = IRle^^= - 
1 - M )	
0	 (3.2.44)
0	 1 + u
P oc o "
thy:. duct exit. impedance is
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.-I—.,T1(v}	 S1(V)
P c	
M+ 1-2 v	 -32 v
00
(3.2.115)
(3.2.46)
where
v=2krd1	 1-Ma
11 (v) is the Bessel function of the first order and first kind, S 1 (v) is
the Struve function of the first kind and first order, and r d is the
duct radius. The duct exit impedance used was derived by Lumsdaine and
Ragab (1977) for a circular duct with flow having an open end fitted
with an infinite acoustically rigid flange. Again, in the case of jet
exit flow, M  is replaced by -Mo in Eqs. (3.2.44) to (3.2.46).
The other boundary condition is specified at the combustor en-
trance. To model the impedance the combustor entrance is taken to be
closed by a rigid circular plate at the entrance. This corresponds to a
zero particle velocity at x = 0. Consequently, the pressure reflec-
tion factor is unity at x = 0.
Now that the elements that are needed to calculate pressure auto-
spectra and cross-spectra have been described, the calculation proce-
dure will t-e precented.
C. Calculation Procedurz
The following procedure is used to calculate the pressure spec-
trum. It is applied at each frequency as necessary to obtain the de-
sired spectrum. First, the exit pressure perturbation is arbitrarily
assumed to be one Pascal. Then using the duct exit acoustic impedance
based on the duct exit pressure reflection factor given by Eqs. (3.2.44)
to Ci.P.46), the particle velocity is calculated. Next, using the duct
transmission matrix and the area discontinuity transmission matrix as
necessary the acoustic state vector at the duct exit is used to find the
acoustic state vector at the combustor exit. The resulting acoustic
pressure and particle velocity are used to calculate the combustor exit
r
	 impedance.
The next phase uses this impedance, the combustor entrance impe-
dance, and a white noise source spectrum to determine the velocity poten-
tial solution in the source region. This velocity potential solution
is used to calculate the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at
the combustor exit due to the specified source and boundary conditions.
The last phase uses the duct transmission matrix and the area dis-
continuity transmission matrix as necessary to calculate the acoustic
state vector at any point in the duct from the acoustic state vector at
the combustor exit. The pressure auto-spectra at a given point is cal-
culated from
Hii(w) = ( P*(W,xi)Pi(w,xi))
and the cross-spectrum between two points is calculated from
H
ij (m) _ ( P1(,J,xi)pl(w,x^))
The pressure level at a given frequency is calculated from
PLi (w) = 10 10910[Hii(W)]
(3.3.2)
(3.3.3)
In this chapter the acoustic model which will be used to calculate pres-
sure auto and cross spectra has been described. The next chapter will
describe the experimental investigation.
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Symbols Used in This Chapter
A,B,C,D	 matrices
a,b
	
velocity potential wave equation coefficients
a	 pressure and velocity wave equation coefficients
.4	 boundary condition operator
Co	source spectrum coefficient
c	 sound propagation velocity, !a/sec
co	isentropic speed of sound, m/sec
c 
	
gas specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K
d	 diameter, m
E	 acoustic energy density, J./m3
f	 frequency, Hz
I(w,x,y)	 solution in source region
G(w,x)	 source term
Jr'(w)
	
source term coefficient
H	 heat transfer coeffficient, W/m2-K
i	 (-1)1/2
f	 energy per unit mass, J/kg
k	 propagation wave number, w/co , m -1
L, SP	 second order space differential equation operator
L	 combustor length
C
M	 Mach number, uo/c
m	 soot particle mass, kg
NuH	heat transfer Nusselt number, Hd /K
N	 acoustic enera flux
n	 number of particles per unit volume
FL	 pressure level, dB
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e
p pressure, N/m`
Q heat transferred to gas from particles by convection
Q(-iw,iko ) time and space Fourier transformt of	 q
q system state vector
it gas constant, J/kg-K
R reflection factor
r radius, m
j (w)/cp entropy source transfer function
S area, m2
s entropy of gas, J/kg-K
t temperature, K
u velocity of bulk gas, m/ser.
W Wronskian
w mass flux, kg/m` , sec
x Cartesian coordinate, m
Y acoustic state vector
Z acoustic impedance, mks Rayles
a duct transmission matrix element
m,n
@m,n discontinuity transmission matrix element
Y specific heat ratio of gas
© time and space Fourier transform of 	 D/D9
E see Eq.	 (3.2.3)
see	 Eq.	 (3-,'-9) 
See Eq.	 (3.1.18)
@ time, sec
K gas thermal conductivity, Wim-K
K s soot particle mass fraction, nm/pa
T1
V 2 krl (1 - M2 ) 1 /`
P gas density, kg/m
T s soot particle thermal relaxation time,
msC Aw r2(NuH /ds)K
C	 ] Fourier transform operator
reflection factor phase angle, deg
velocity potential function
n velocity potential wave number factor
W angular frequency, radians/sec
Superscripts and subscripts:
time average
(^) vector quantity
F) instantaneous quantity
(	 ) upstream propagating
{	 ) downstream propagating
{	 ) o wave propagating with flow
(	 )CE combustor exit
(	 ) C7 combustor inlet
(	 ) d exit of duct system
(	 ) ,J ,(	 )^ identifies an axial duct location
{	 )^ identifies source location
(	 ) elements of a matrix
n,n
(	 ) s property of or due to soot particle
(	 ) o reference state quantity
(	 ) 1 perturbed quantity
(	 ) m property far from soot particle
I
IV. MWERI MAL INVESTIGATION
A. Apparatus, Test Conditions, and Instrumentation
The test facility is shown schematical4y in Figure 5. The com-
bustor consists of a J-47 burner can placed concentrically in a 0.30 m
diameter by 0.77 m long flow duct. The combustor section is followed
by a 0.38 m diameter by 0.76 m long spool piece. This section is fol-
lowed by a 0.30 m diameter by 6.1 m long flow duct. A photograph of
the test facility and test, site is shown in Figure 6. The nozzle
shown mounted to the long duct in Figure 6 was removed for the tests.
The measurements discussed were made at an exit temperature of
approximately 920 K and at air mass flow rates of 0.5, 1.13, and 1.68
kg/sec. The corresponding air velocities at the exit of the long duct
were 18.5, 41.6, and 61.3 m/sec and the corresponding fuel flow rates
were 0.009, 0.018, and 0.027 kg/sec. The fuel-air ratio was about
0.02 for each test condition. Also, at each of these test conditions,
the fuel used was a jet aircraft fuel called Jet A.
Sinrsltaneous internal"luct.uating pressure measurements were made
at the three locations shown in Figure 5. One measurement was made in
the spool piece. Two measurements were made in the long duct, one just
downstream of the spool piece and one near the nozzle exit plane.
The transducers used were conventional 5/8 em diameter (nominal)
condenser microphones with pressure response cartridges. To preclude
exposing the microphones to the high temperature combustion gases in
the duct system, the microphones were mounted outside the duct. The
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fluctuating static pressure at a given location in the duct system was
connected to a microphone by means of a "semi-infinite" acoustic wave-
guide tube which w-as a very long piece of narrow tubing. This design
eliminated longitudinal resonance and produces an anechoic connection
betwefln the duct system and the transducers.
A drawing of a typical probe is shown in Figure 7. The micro-
phone was flush mounted in the acoustic waveguide through a supporting
block and housed in a pressure chamber. Attached to the block were a
5/8 cm diameter sensing tube on one end and a coil of tubing of the
same diameter, 30 meters long, on the other. The diameter of the coil
was approximately 30 cm.
The sensing tube of each probe was flush mounted as a static
pressure tap at each measuring location. A regulated nitrogen purge
flow was maintained in each sen:>ing line to protect the microphone
1'rom hot combustion gases. Since the signals from pairs of probes were
to be user, to calculate cross-spectra, the regulated purge flow system
was separate for each probe. This prevented any common valve noise
from the regulator contributing to the cross-spectra. Static pres-
sure was balanced across the microphone by means of a small vent hole
connecting the pressure chamber and sensing tube. A schematic of a
typical duct probe installation is shown in Figure 8. A photograph of
duct probes installed in the spool piece is shown in Figure 9.
The internal probes have previously been used for engine measure-
menu (Karchmer and Reshotko (1976), Reshotko, Karchmer, Penko, and
McArdle (1977), and Karchmer, Reshotko, and Montegani (1977) and mea-
surements in a combustion component test facility (Reshotko and
Karchmer (1977). Probe Icsign, frequency response, and operating char-
acteristics are .discussed by Karchmer (1978).
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B. Data Acquisition and Processing
As part of the facility start up procedure, the microphones were
calibrated with a pistonphone which provided a standard sound pres-
sure level of 124 dB (referenced to 20 uPa) at 250 Hz. Microphone
signals were sent over shielded cable to a remote control room for am-
plification, signal conditioning, and recording on FM magnetic tape.
The tape recorder used was equipped with IRIG standard, intermediate
band, group II electronics, which provides a flat frequency response
to 20 kHz on both record and reproduce at a tape speed of 60 in./sec.
The dynamic range available was approximately 48 dB. All signals were
recorded on 120 second record lengths for later processing. Record
lengths of 120 seconds were used to obtain high statistical confidence
in the spectral data. Spectrum function confidence limits are de-
scribed in Appendix B. All measurement errors are determined by the
microphone response which is generally accurate to better than plus or
minus 1 dB.
Operating conditions were monitored and recorded on the NASA
Lewis CADLE system (Central Automatic Digital Data Encoder). On line
data processing quid analysis was limited to 1/3 octave-band spectral
analysis of the various pressure signals.
All auto-spectra and cross-spectra produced from pressure signals
were obtained by off-line processing of the taped signals on a twc-
channel, FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) digital signal processor, witI,
built-in analog to digital converter and 120 dB/octave anti.-aliasing
filters. The 99 percent confidence interval for the spectra computed
from the taped signals is show y, in Appendix: B to be better Lthan plus
or minus 1.5 dB.
IL
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The auto-spectra and cross-spectra considered herein are defined
as follows. The finite Fourier transform of time signals x(8) and
Y(e) of the record length 0 is
0
r
XO (f) = J	 x(e)e i2Rf8 de0 (4.2.1)
\
f0
Y O (f) = J	 y0)e i27rM d80 (4.2.2)
The two one-sided auto-spectral density functions (also called power-
spectral density functions) and the single one-sided cross-spectral
density function obtainable from measurement of signals x(8) and
Y(0) are defined by the following expressions
Gx ( f ) = 0 [XO*(f)XO (f)J
O2im^ (4.2.3)
G 
	 O(0 =	 -:;	 0 [YQ(f)Y^O(f))	 (4.2.4)
G
XY ( f ) = Ohm. 0^ [X0(f)YO(f)l
= CXv (f) + iQxy
	(4.2.5)
where E[ ) denotes nn expected value operation (Bendat and Piersol
(1971.)). The auto-spectra are nhown in the following figures in terms
of pressure level; referenced to 0 uPa defined as
PI, x = 10 log yJ ! Gx (f))
	
(4.?.6)
P1,Y = 1() log 10 [ Gy ( f )1	 (4.2.7)
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The cross- spectra are shown in the following figures in terms of pres-
sure levels referenced to 20 pPa and phase angles defined as
PL
XY
(f) - 10 log t0(C2(f) + Q2
 (f)j	 (4.2.8)
 (f
xytan 
IC f	 (4.2.9).	 xY
C. Measured Pressure Auto-Spectra and Cross-Spectra
Constant bandwidth pressure auto-spectra and cross-spectra mea-
sured in the spool piece, near the entrance of the long duct, and near
the exit of the long duct are shown in Figures 10 to 13. The spectra
at each location have a different structure. However, at each loca-
tion, the structure of the measured spectra is similar for each test
condition. For example, the location of resonance peaks and dips in
Figures 10 to 12 is nearly the same for each operating condition. At
each location and for all test conditions the peaks and dips tend to
be sharper at the low frequencies and broader at the high frequencies.
Constant bandwidth pressure cross-spectra measured across the
area contraction at three test conditions are shown in Figures 13(a),
;b), and (c), respectively. Both magnit.udo and phase are shown. The
location of the resonance peaks and dips in th^ magnitude plot of the
cross-spectra is nearly the same at each test condition. Also, the
peaks and dips again tend to be sharpter at the low frequencies and
braoder at the higher frequencies.
The phase plot can be characterized as neither ,just a negative
sloped straight line due to a time delay nor ,just a curve that varies
abruptly between 0 Fuld 180 degrees in a regular manner that would be
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Figure M - Pressure auto-spectra measured near exit of long duct.
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due to the presence of waves having approximately equal magnitudes but
opposite sign travelling upstream and downstream. Instead the phase
plots show both tendencies with the time delay tendency dominating at
the higher frequencies.
A large peak appears above 200 Hz in the auto-spectra and cross-
spectra measured at air mass flows of 1.13 and 1.68 kg/sec. These
peaks appear at such high frequencies that they cannot be related to
specific duct resonance harmonics. These peaks may be due to a feed-
back resonance between the combustor and the duct. They are not ana-
lyzed herein.
In the next chapter calculated auto-spec*lra and cross-spectra will
be compared with the measured auto-spectra and cross-spectra discussed
in this chapter.
Symbols Used in This Chapter
CXY	
real part of cross-spectra
E[ ]	 expected value operator
f	 frequency
G 	 auto-spectra of x signal
G 
	 auto-spectra of y signal
G
xy
	
cross-spectra between x and y signals
i	 (_1)112
PL	 pressure level
QXy	 imaginary part of cross-spectra
X0 (f)	 finite Fourier transform o" x time signal
x(0)	 x t,imt • nigtial
Y0 (f)	 finite Fourier transform of y time signal
y(e )	 y time sij7;nai
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0	 record length, sec
time, see
x,Y
	 crua_-:;j,(-(Arum Phase a-ig-te
V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The single time constant model discussed in Chapter III is used
now to calculate auto-spectra and cross-spectra at locations which cor-
respond to the locations of the measured auto-spectra and cross-spectra
presented in Chapter IV. The parameters used to calculate the mass
fraction and soot particle relaxation time used are given in Table III.
The value of the soot particle relaxation time is considered to be
1.5x10 6 sec for all cases. The time constant, r s /K s , used in each ex-
ample then is due to the presence of different soot particle mass frac-
tions as shown in Table III.
For a wave propagating downstream and for the time constants given
in Table III, the sound propagation speed and attenuation calculated by
substituting Eq. (3.1.25) into Eq. (2.1.44) and Eq. (2.1.46) are Z.Iiown
in Figure 14. For a time constant of 1.0 sec, the sound propagation
speed is 610 m/sec which is the isentropic sound propagation speed.
The sound propagation speed is above 600 m/se. above 50 Hz for a time
constant of 0.010 sec. However, for a time constant of 0.001 sec, the
sound propagation speed varies from the isothermal speed of soTind prop-
agation, 510 m/sec, to the isentropic speed of sound at high frequen-
cies. For a time constant of 0.0001 sec the sound propagation speed is
the isothermal speed of sound below 340 H7.
For time constants of 1.0, 0.010, and 0.0001, the attenuation is
less than 0.5 cB/m at most frequencies below 340 Hz. However, for a
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TABLE III. - Parameters used to calculate dispersion and attenuation
due to soot particle-gas heat transfer
t,	 K	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 922.0
K, W/m-k
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 • .	 .	 .	 .	 5.38x 10 2
P O ,	 kg/M3 	.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 0.378
cp , J/kg—K	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 1100.0
Y................ 1.4
p s + kBjM 3 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 	 I	 1.`
r	 m	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 0.	 .	 .	 .	 0.342x1	 6
s 
,
co , 	 m/sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 609.0
ms , 	 kg	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 :.15x10 16
T S ,	 sec	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 1.5 x 10 6
Example
1 2 3 4
Isothermal Mixed Adiabatic Adiabatic
n, number /m 3 1.8x1013 1.8x101 1.8x1011 1.8x1013
nm S , gm/m 3 5.67 0.567 0.0567 5.67x1	 4
K S , NMS /P 0 1.5x10 2 1.5x10 3 1.5 x 10 4 1.5x 10 6
T S /K S ,	 sec 1x10 4 1x10 3 1x10 2 1.0
4	 89
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Figure 14. - Calculated attenuation and dispersion.
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time constant of 0.001 sec, the attenuation is greater than 1 dB/m
over the frequency range of 150 to 340 Hz.
A. Auto-Spectra
Calculated auto-spectra are compared with auto-spectra measured
with a mass flow rate of 0.5 kg/sec in Figures 15 to 18. Auto-spectra
calculated with T s /K s = 1.0 sec and 0.001 sec for the location in the
spool piece upstream of the area contraction are compared with auto-
spectra measured at that location in Figures 15(a) and (b). For
T S /K S = 1.0 sec, the sound propagation speed is isentropic and the at-
tenuation is negligible. Consequently, the dashed curve shown in Fig-
ure 15(a) presents the result which would normally be predicted. The
calculated dips and peaks shown in Figure 15(a) are in different loca-
tions than the ones measured. Also, the dips an.. peaks are 'carp at
all frequencies while the measured dips and peaks are sharp only at the
low frequencies.
However, for T a /r
s 
= 0.001 see, the calculated dips and peaks are
u 
in better agreement with the measured dips and peaks. In addition, the
dips and peaks are sharp at low frequencies and broad at high frequen-
cies in excellent agreement with the measured spectre. The improve-
vent in the position of the calculated dips and peaks is due to the
sound propagation spend oalculat.ed with the time constant of 0.001 sec.
Thin time constant. pr-)iuce!7 the nonlinear behavior of the sound propa-
gation npe r• :3 vl,* • h oomprr ^c.^ the nuts--te('tra curve .,dorm in Fif,,kire
1S(t;) in A n o r -:ii`.ER2' ?ashion.	 Furth­ r.- re, the • lltl:lge in time Con-
:tart.:, fr to 1. , )	 ..t­ ohaiigek th<
	
pectral structure from hav-
in(,	 p " O -': '1; 1 ,Il i .	 t?	 *t' gtiE t i`.-	 hlivini', sharp perks and
dip: st ',,-w	 t- -_jk	 ^r	 ? i r	 at h'i r;h frcquer:c ie: .
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Hmsumd auto-spectra at the location mar the long duct entrance
downstream of the area contraction are compared with auto -spectra cal-
culated using time constants of 1.0 and 0 . 001 sec in Figures 16(a)
and (b), respectively. Again, calculations made using the 0 . 001 sea
-;^	 are in better agreement with the measured data.
That using the isothermal speed of sound propagation ivther than
the isentropic speed of sound propagation in model calculations does
not produce auto-spectra which agree with measured auto-spectra is
shown in Figures 1T and 18. In these figures measured and calculated
spectra near the entrance and near the exit of the long duct are con-
	
=	 pared. Auto-spectra calculated using a time constant of 0.0001 sec,
which produces little attenuation and an isothermal sound propagation
speed below 340 Hz, are shown in Figures 1T(c) and 18(c). The calcu-
lated curves are compressed versions of the curves shown in Figures
1T(a) and 18(a) which are calculated with a time constant of 0.01 sec
which produces little attenuation and an isentropic sound propagation
speed above 80 Hz. Neither the curves calculated with a time constant
of 0.01 sec or 0.0001 sec are in as good agreement with the measured
data as the curves calculated using a time constant of 0.001 sec shown
in Figures 17(b) and 18(b). The changes with mass fraction appear
graphically in the form of stretching or as a compression of the basic
structure. These changes were easy to recognize but proved difficult
to simply exTlain.
In summary, the single time constant model developed in Chapter III
provides a simple, elegant theory which explains the spectral structure
of the measured auto-spectra. In addition, the next section shows it
also explains the structure of the measured cross-spectra.
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B. Cross-Spectra
The cross-spectra calculated using time constants of 1.0 and
0.001 sec are compared with the data measured for uo = 18 a/see its
Figure 19. The model calculations made using a time constant of
1.0 see shorn in Figure 19(a) produces a cross-spectra which does not
look like the measured cross-spectra. However, the cross-spectra cal-
culated using a time constant of 0.001 sec shown in Figure 19(b) does
resemble the measured cross-spectra. The peaks and dips in the cross-
spectra magnitude calculated using a time constant of 0.001 sec are
close to the locations of the peaks and dips in the meas;nvd cross-
spectra. In addition, the structure of the measured and calculated
magnitude curves is similar. Furthermore, the phase angle calculated
using a time constant of 0.001 sec and shown in Figure 19(b) is in ex-
cellent agreement with the structure of the measured phase angle.
C. Mean Flow
Calculations made using a time constant of 0.001 sec with three
different mean flow velocities are shown in Figure 20. The calculated
pressure level at the exit of the long duct changes slightly with the
meat; flow speed at the low frequencies. While the change is greater
at the higher frequencies it occurs predominantly in the spectrum
level and not in the frequency location of the peaks. Consequently,
these changes could not be observed in the measured spectra. However,
the measured spectra shown in Figure 11 for the three flow velocities
have similar trends at low frequencies. Accordingly, the spectra mea-
sured at the higher duct exit flow velocities are also in fair agree-
ment with the model calculations made for the time constant of
0.001 sec.
I
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D. Discussion
No attempt was made in this investigation to determine soot part-
icle size or sass concentration. Data in the literature indicate teat
typical soot particle diameters range from 0.05 to 1 um (Linden and
Heywood (1971)). Smoke concentration ranges from 0.53 to 5.$ gm/m3
in the primary combustion zone and from 0.00118 to 0.015 gm/m 3 at a
combustor exhaust station were found by Norgren (1971). Besides being
a function of position in the combustor, smoke concentration was found
to be a function of combustor model, fuel-air ratio, and operating
pressure by Norgren (1971).
1. Spectra Structure
The spectral structure for a given operating temperature and a
given geometry is determined by the value of the ratio of the soot par-
ticle thermal relaxation time to the mass fraction. Using Eqs. (2.3.9)
and (2.3.12) and the parameters in Table III, the soot particle concen-
tration can be calculated from the soot particle radius for a given
value of this time constant by
nms = 4.84X109(rs) /( T S /K S ), gm/m3	 (5.1)
This function is plotted in Figure 21 for three values of the time con-
stant. Also shown in Figure 21 is the smoke number for a given soot
particle concentration as given by Norgren (1971). The circled point
in Figure 21 at r  = 0.342 um and (nm S ) = 0.567 gm/m 3
 corresponds to
the value in Table III for T J /K S = 0.001 sec which produced the spec-
tral structure that most resembled the measured structure. This par-
ticular point may be unrealistic since it corresponds to a large
smoke number. However, any point on the T S /K s = 0.001 sec line would
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also produce the sass' spectral structure. Consequentlyr, theee results,
to this extent, are independent of the parameter in Table M. Wor-
tunately, this also means that the method cannot independently be used
to ei;timate the soot particle radius or mass concentration.
4 
Figure 21 also indicates how the sound propagation speed varies
with soot particle radius and mass concentration at combustion noise
frequencies. The sound propagation speed can be determined from Eqs.
(2.1.410 and (3.1.25) to (3.1.28). The sound propagation speed is iso-
thermal at frequencies for which (wt s /K a ) is less than unity. Conse-
quently, sound propagates isothermally at frequencies less than a cor-
ner or break frequency, f, given by
fb
 = 2W tl K	 (5.2)
s s
Above the corner or break frequency the sound propagation speed is
changing from isothermal to isentropic. Along curves A, B, and C
the break frequencies are, respectively, 15.91, 159.1, and 1591 Hz.
For a time constant of 0.01 sec, corresponding to curve A in Fig-
ure 21, the speed of sound propagation exhibited in Figure 14 is less
than 540 m/sec at frequencies below 15.91 Hz. Also, for a time con-
start of 0.001 sec, corresponding to curve B in Figure 21, the speed
of sound propagation exhibited in Figure 14 is less than 540 m/sec at
frequencies below 159.1 Hz. Consequently, at combustion noise frequen-
cies, in the region above curve A in Figure 21 the sound propagation
speed calculated is isentropic. In the region below curve C the cal-
culated speed of sound is isothermal. However, along curve B a
mixed speed of sound propagation occurs at combustion noise frequen-
cies.
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The maximum amount of attenuation is difficult to determine from
Eq. (2.1.46). However, it is possible to determine the frequency
which maximizes the pha se angle of (ikA 0 ). The attenuation at this
frequency is about 54 percent of the maximum attenuation. Substituting
Eq. (3.1.25) into Eq. (2.1 . 46) and maximizing the phase angle shows
the phase angle maximum attenuation at any operating temperature, for
M - 0.0, occurs at
1/2
fmax - 	 (5.3)
s s
The phase angle maximum attenuation at this frequency is
f
01max = 4.96 ^, dB/m	 (5.4)O
Thus, along curves A, B, and C in Figure 21, the phase angle maxi-
mum attenuation occurs, respectively, at 18.83, 188.3, and 1883 Hz and
is, respectively, 0.15, 1.53, and 15.3 dB/m. The attenuation is, re-
spectively, 0.2846, 2.846, and 28.46 dB/m at f - 1.0x1099.
The measured spectra shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12 may have
similar structure at each operating condition because the value of the
ratio of the heat transfer time constant to mass raction did not
change much with operating condition and was approximately 0.001 sec.
On the other hand, if the broad peak above 200 Hz, which occurs
in the measured spectra taken with long duct flow velocities of 41.6
and 61.3 m/sec, is due to feedback between the duct acoustics and the
combustion process, then its occurrence at these operating conditions
may be due to a decrease in acoustic damping of the longitudinal waves
due to a change in soot mass fraction or radius at these operating
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conditions. This possibility suggests that soot PLeticles can be used
to control certain types of combustor instability by attenuating pres-
sure oscillations at critical frequencies.
2. Model Assumptions
In Chapter III the soot particles are assumed to have a uniform
temperature and no mass loss because these simple assumptions produced
theoretical results which agreed with measurements, because they
greatly simplified the analysis and because more complicated assump-
tions did not produce better models. The actual effect of a pressure
perturbation on the temperature and mass equilibrium between a liquid
or solid particle and a gas is a complex problem depending on at least
the following influences:
1. Convective heat transfer to or from the particle.
2. Heat transfer within the particle.
3. Mass transfer to or from the particle.
L. Surface chemical reactions on a soot particle.
5. Liquid-vapor phase transitions of a droplet.
6. Radiative heat transfer.
Radiative heat transfer is not an important factor in this case because
the combustion duct operating temperatures are low.
Many models can be constructed which describe this problem for a
soot particle. As an example, it is possible to analyze this problem
by assuming Instantaneous heat transfer within the particle and by
using a pressure and temperature dependent surface chemical reaction
which effect heat and mass transfer as was done in Chapter II. T1:
model is complex and depends on many parameters.
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In Chapter III the particles are assumed to have a unifom tea-
perature. This is assumed to be due to some unspenifted pressure and
temperature dependent surface chemical reaction. The model developed
is dependent on only a single parameter, the ratio of Ts to Ka.
It is possible to analyze this problem by ignoring surface chemi-
cal reaction effects on heat and mass t..an€fer and by assuming in-
stantaneous heat transfer within the particle. The resulting thermal
relaxation time for a 1-pm particle is about 0.3 paee which shows that
this type of particle quickly follows any temperature change and does
not have a constant time independent temperature. However, experi-
ments show that smoke concentrations of soot particles are reduced as
soot travels from a measuring station at the primary combustion zone
to one at the combustor exhaust (Norgren (1971)). Consequently, sur-
face chemical reactions cannot be ignored. Further study is needed to
discover what assumptions are best for analyzing this problem.
Symbols Used in This Chapter
f 	 corner or break frequency, Hz
ffieut	 frequency of phase angle maximum , Hz
a
MAX	
phase angle maximum attenuation, dB!m
VI. SULKY ARID CONCLUDING ROMM
A. Summary
In Chapter I, the motivation for the combined experimental and
analytical program described in this dissertation is established. Spe-
cifically, the importance of combustion noise in future aircraft design
is indicated. Current approaches to combustion noise research are dis-
cussed. Next, the need to study the propagation of combustion noise is
established. Then the topics investigated herein are specified as be-
ing concerned with answering the following two questions:
(1)What is the wave equation in an operating ducted combustion
system?
(2)What formulation of the solution to the wave equation provides
an acceptable mathematical model of an operating ducted combustion sys-
tem?
Finally, the available work of ii. merest in these areas is discussed.
In Chapter II, the plane wave equation as modified for the re-
sponse of a fuel droplet cloud or a soot particle cloud is discussed.
It is shown that at low frequencies sound can propagate at speeds near
the isothermal speed of sound.
In Chapter III, an acoustic model of the combustion duct system
which depends on a single time constant is presented. This chapter
describes the use of a two-port transmission line using transfer ma-
trices to represent sound propagation in the homogeneous differential
equation solution region of an operating ducted combustion system. The
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use of an approach based on construction of the one-dimensional Green's
function in the non-homogeneous region is discussed.
Chapter IV first describes the experimental hardware, instrmen-
tation, and frequency domain representation. next, measured auto-
-	 spectra and cross-spectra are presented. Briefly, the ducted combus-
tion system consisted of a J-47 can combustor, followed by a short
spool piece, and then by a long duct. Fluctuating pressure measure-
ments within the operating ducted combustion system were made with
specially constructed "semi- infinite" waveguide probes, with conven-
tional microphones being used as the pressure transducers. The data
obtained from these probes were off-line processed on a fast Fourier
transform digital signal processor. The processor was used to obtain
pressure level spectra as well as cross-spectra between internal pres-
sure measurements.
In Chapter V the measured auto-spectra and cross-spectra are com-
pared with the calculated auto-spectra and cross-spectra and the re-
sults are discussed. Auto-spectra and cross-spectra calculated using
a time constant of 0.001 sec in the model developed in Chapter III are
in excellent agreement with the measured auto-spectra and cross-
spectra.
B. Recommendations for Future Work
The experimental data obtained in the present study support the
idea that combustor emissions in the duct act as the primary mechan-
ism producing the attenuation and dispersion of combustion noise in
this operating liquid fuel combustion system. However, combined
Acoustic and combustion measurements need to be made if the theory is
to be compared with the experimental data. Thus, this is an area
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uhere continuing research efforts should be directed. Unfortunately,
answers to the many remaining questions will probably be found only
through multidisciplinary research.
C. Concluding Remarks
The usefulness of a single parameter linear system model to de-
scribe the dynamic behavior of an operating ducted liquid fuel combus-
tion system has been established. When allowance is made for disper-
sion and attenuation effects and the boundary conditions are properly
specified good .agreement between measured and analytical spectra and
cross-spectra is achieved. However, it is not clear if these results
can be related or applied to actual engines. For example, the design
of liners or suppressors for combustion noise reduction obviously re-
quires knowledge of the appropriate wave equation and the correct prop-
agation speed of sound. Clearly, if dispersion and attenuation due to
soot particles or liquid fuel droplets occurs in actual engines at low
frequencies it must be taken into account. However, the propagation
speed of sound at low frequencie^ in actual engines is unknown.
Finally, as stated in the INTRODUMION, the objective was to use a
dynamic system state-space approach to study the operating ducted com-
bustion system. The measurement techniques described herein, as well
as these mathematical methods have been available for many years. It
is the bringing together of both in a unified research program in a new
area with practical objectives that lead to this work making a major
contribution to the study of combustion noise.
APPENDIX A
RESPONSE OF THE FUEL DROPLET CLOUD
The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the derivation of the
transfer functions .4 (w)/p0 and J W /cp for the case of sound
propagation in a liquid fuel droplet cloud following the approach used
by Marble and Candel (1975) for sound propagation in a water droplet
cloud.
The following assumptions are made:
1. The fuel drop is spherically symmetric.
2. Convection corrections can be obtained with experimental cor-
relations.
3. Fluid properties are assumed constant with the property values
determined at an appropriate reference condition. The liquid fuel is
assumed to be a single pure component.
L. The relationship between the gas phase fuel concentration and
liquid fuel droplet temperature is given by the vapor pressure corre-
lation for the pure liquid, i.e., the Claus ius- Clapeyron equation.
5. The ambient gases have negligible solubility in the liquid
phase and only the fuel vapor is diffusing from the surface.
b. The radial motion of the liquid surface is assumed to be
small.
7. Heat transfer by radiation is neglected.
W
lob
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8. lass diffusion is represented by an effective binary diffusion
law corrected for convection, and the Dufour effect is neglected in the
heat flux (Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (1960), and Welty, Wicks, and
Wilson (1969)). The diffusion coefficient is calculated from
DAB 1.8583x10 7 	 + ^^/POAB m /sec (A-1)A	 B
and the diffusion Nusselt number is given by
NuD
 = 2 + 6 Rel/2Scl/3	 (A-2)
9. Reaction effects such as fuel oxidation are negligible.
10. Heat transfer is calculated using the Chapman-Ensog formula for
the thermal conductivity of a monatomic gas at low density at tempera-
ture t corrected for convection (Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot ( 1960),
and Welty, Wicks, and Wilson (1969)). The thermal conductivity is cal-
culated from
K = 8.3224x10 
2(W a2nk
, watt/mK	 (A-3)
and the heat transfer Nusselt number is given by
NuH = 2 + 6 Re1/2Prl/3	 (A-k)
Surface tension and surface charge corrections are omitted.
11. The fluid in the drops is rapidly mixing creating droplets of
uniform temperature.
12. The mean flow velocity is neglected in the vapor and bulk gas
continuity equations.
[
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A perturbation in pressure causes a perturbation in the bulk gas
temperature, t®,l , the fuel droplet temperature, tp , the mass source,
+19 and the partial pressure of the fuel far from the drop, pv,.,l'
The following system of equations is derived to relate these perturba-
tions. This common factor is dropped henceforth.
The bulk gas energy, equation will be considered first. Since the
•	 heat conducted from n liquid fuel droplets of radius r L into a unit
volume of gas having thermal conductivity K by a convective heat
transfer process with Nusselt number Nu H is equal to the product of
temperature and the rate of entropy rise, the bulk gas energy equation
is
	
t P dsl = (
4% r 2) NuH K(t	 - t	 )	 (A-5)0 o d9	 L dL	Y-L,1	 •,1
This can be written as
d S1 __ KL tV-L,1 - t•,1	 (A-6)d9 cp TL	 to
where the fuel droplet mass loading is given by nmL , the fuel droplet
mass fraction, KL , is
	
K  = nmL/P o	(A-7)
and the fuel droplet thermal relaxation time, TL , is
TL = mLcp /[ LRrLK(NuH/2))	 (A-8)
Perturbations in bulk gas temperature and pressure are related to
perturbations of fuel droplet temperature next. A small perturbation
expansion of the perfect gas state equation (Eq. (2.1.5)) yields
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p i/po
 = Pi/Po - to 11/to	 (A-9)
Equation (A-9) is then substituted into the zero mean flow, small per-
turbation form of the ideal gas entropy equation (Eq. (2.1.8)) to
eliminate the density perturbation. Finally, the time derivative is
taken and the bulk gas energy equation ( Eq. (A-6)) is used with the
result that
$P _	 _ $[L^pl+a saKL-L,1 - t-,
d@ YPo po de 	po to
	 d8 cp TL
	
to
(A-10)
or in terms of the liquid mass fraction and thermal time delay
t^
t 
	 K	 - t
8 "l - (Y - 1) de (TPP-10
 
--TL -L, t 	 (A-11)
 )o 	 L	 o
The discussion so far has neglected the mass source term, ^ 1 . The
first step in introducing this term is to relate perturbations in vapor
pressure, fuel droplet temperature, and mass flux to pressure pertur-
bations. The time rate of change of the droplet mass is governed by
the rate at which the fuel vapor can diffuse into the background gas.
Thus,
78 3 nrLp L 1 = 4nrLp0 dL Nu 
YV-L - YV,m = n
	 (A-12)dL	 D 1 - YV-L
	
n
The mass of vapor entering a unit volume occupied by n droplets is
in terms of the partial pressure
P	 - F
	t = n4nrLpoDV uD V-L	 V,
m
	(A-13)
K	 po - PV-L
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For a small vapor pressure perturbation
P = po + p1	 (A-14)
a small mass addition occurs
® _ ^o + ^1 	(A-15)
i	 Where
-
	
^l = n4RrLpoDVg ii
D P	
P
V_	 PL,1 	 V.
	 (A-16)
0
The Clausius-Clapeyron equation is used to relate the fuel vapor
pressure perturbation to the fuel droplet temperature perturbation as
follows:
	
tV-L - to + tV-L,1	 (A-17)
PV-L,l _	 HV-L__ HV-L (MW)VPV.o	 (A-18)
tV-L,l to p1 g - 1/P f	to	 SPo
since
1/Pg >> 1/P f 	(A-19)
and
Rt
o	 (A-20)PV,o - p V TMW^
Substituting Eqs. (A-17) and (A-18) into Eq. (A-16) yields
PUA H (MW) p t	 p
m1 = n4RrLpDV 
2 FLV 	 V,o ,1 - V^—'1	 (A-21)
e	 o	 Po	 0	 Po
c  - c  - R/(HW)9
Y = cp/cV
— 1 =	 .^Y	
(' ICV	 geP
(A-22)
(A-23)
(A-2k)
Eq. (A-21) can be written as
#1	 *r P o 	 uD pY o	 Y-L	 (NW)V t 1 _ Py. .i
P	 Po	
m DVg 2	
po	 toc o—)
-^
o
	-- PY,o
	
P 	 8
(A-25)
or as
pl = -2 YV ^i n tL,l - pp,^,l (A-26)
o	 D o V.
where the fuel droplet mass fraction, K L , is again given by
K 
	 = nm/P o (A-27)
the molecular weight ratio of vapor-to-bulk gas, B, is given by
(MW )v
g
the latent heat parameter, n, is given by
n	
Ht
_ (A-29)
o p
and the diffusion relaxation time, T D , is given by
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T  = 
	
(A-30)
4
The fuel droplet energy equation involves the mass flux perturba-
tion as follows. The time rate of change of a fuel droplets energy is
equal to the instantaneous difference between the convective heat input
and the heat required for surface vaporization. Thus,
d8 [(i3 ArL)p LcLtV--L,1	 d8 [mLcLtV--L,1 3//
N
-4nr2	 K(tV-L - t® , 1 } - HLV a 3 Rr3pL	 (A-31)
or
	
K L d V-L,1 
=-
_ P V-L,1 - tojl 
_ n d	 (A-32)L cp de t
o
	It
	
to	
Po
where
C
jT,L
	
p	 (A-33)
41r2 -I.
The fuel vapor mass source perturbation is related to the fuel
partial pressure perturbation and the total pressure perturbation as
follows. From the vapor continuity equation
lul
a6 pV,l + p V,o	 ^1 (A-34)
k^.
f
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and from the bulk gas continuity equation
	
0 
p
1 
+ P
0 	 1	
(A-35)
ax 
Using Eqs. (A-34 ) and (A-35), the velocity gradient can be eliminated
as follows:
Lul	 'PV 1 . *1
- 
1 "'l
—
ax	 PV 
'o PV 'o 30	 PO Po ae	
(A-36)
Thus,
4  1	 1[7,— - ;0-	 pV1 V.1 - .0 3 '0 1	 (A-3T)1. (	
ae	 ^
	
P	 0 )V 'O	 (0 a
Since the vapor partial pressure can be calculated from the gas law
stv	
(A-38)pv,- a (MR), toPV
and the vapor partial pressure ratio, Y'V' is
YV = PV.- = PV-o	 (A-39)p 0
	 PO
it follows that:
41-
	
-L	 P-1 	 (A- 4]38	 y7p-	 0Pol^-YYVYVI - 	 0
The Fourier transforms of Eqs. (A-26), (A-11). ( A-32). and (A-40) can
be written in matrix form as
0K
(iW + —p
-TT,L
K
.a/= I
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t
=s^	 0
to
tY I^,l
t	 {-iw }(Y - 1}0
.d Y1 = .a/^	 1	 0PO
PV,-,l	 (-im)
pV, o	 L
where
	
_ -R yV ...B^	 KuYVIn 1
D	 D
K
---P—	 0	 0
TT,L
	
C	 K
--P-	 K L (-iW) + —^'	 n	 0
TT,L
	
p c 	 TT,L
0	 0	 1 Y°
Y 	(-T(A)
(A-L2)
is the system state vector and Z is the system forcing function.
The solution is then
	
fl = .d-lu 	 (A-43)
YPo
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After solving Eq. (A-43), the entropy source transfer function is
found using Eq. (A-10)
K r p
• c ' •
t
- ♦ t'1 ' '' f
1:WO-1
1 (A'-44)
p -ia	 r	 tTL	 o o p
and the mass source transfer f-uc,^ion is found using 8q. (2.1.8).
• Symbols Used in This Appendix
A/ matrix
CL
specific heat of liquid fuel
c 
gas specific heat at constant pressure
DAB mass diffusivity of	 A	 through	 B
dL diameter, m
H enthalpy
i ( -1 )1/2
(MW) molecular weight
mL liquid fuel droplet mass, kg
NuR heat transfer Nusselt number, hd/KL
NuD mass transfer Nusselt number, kg/DAB
n number of particles per unit volume
p pressure, N/m
Pr Prandtl number, ucp/K
9 gas constant
Re Reynolds number, du/u
r radius, m
J(W) transfer function for response of entropy source to a pres-
sure perturbation
Se Schmidt number, u/DAB
lie
s entropy of gas, J/kg-K
t temperature, K
t
U system forcing function
u speed, m/sec
x Cartesian coordinate
Y system state vector
Y relative concentration, partial pressure ratio or density
ratio
S molecular weight ratio of vapor to gas
Y ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat
at constant volume.
n latent heat parameter, HLV/tocp
K gas thermal conductivity
K 
liquid droplet mass fraction, nmL/Po
8 time, sec
IA gas viscosity
P density, kg/m3
oA B
•
collision diameter a Lennard-Jones parameter, A
T D diffusion relaxation time, sec
liquid droplet thermal relaxation time, sec
TTL
mass source rate
n 
collision integral based on Lennard-Jones Potential
W angular frequency, radians/sec
Subscripts:
D	 diffusion
H	 heat transfer
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L
V
V-L
V8
o
1
f
liquid
fuel vapor
fuel vapor - liquid fuel
fuel vap - air
mean value
perturbed value
tar from soot particle or droplet
APPENDIX B
SPECTRUM 1RJNCTION CONFIDENCE LIMITS
The purpose of this appendix is to discuss some of the statisti-
cal and computational considerations involved in the random data analy-
sis reported herein. The primary source for this material is Bendat
and Piersol (19W.
The digital signal processor performing the random data analysis
discussed herein digitized each sample record of data into 1024 words
at a sampling rate, f s , 2.o48 times the highest frequency selected for
analysis, m. Accordingly, the processor memory period or sample
record length is
T a tNumber of wore sr	 1	 a_ 1024 _ _ 	 sec
 `Number of words/sec
	 ^ M fa	 fm ' Record
The resolution bandwidth is
1 xg,
TBc	 ^ `)00
Next, the finite Fourier transform is taken to obtain a single es-
timate of the power spectral density function
where
1.10
It.	 121
U ,
T
X(f,T) f X(8)e i2ef8 dO XR(f,T) + iXI(fsT)
a
and
'	 IX(?,T)l2 : 4(f,T) + 4(f,T)
The sample distribution of GX(f,T) is determined as follows.
Assuming X(t) is a Gaussian random variable, then %(f,T) and
XI (f,T) are Gaussian uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and
equal variances since the Fourier transform is a linear operation.
Consequently, the quantity
+X(f,t)12 = 
Xi2(f,T) + XI(f,T)
is the storm of the square of two independent Gaassian variables. Thus,
each frequency component of the estimate G(f,T) will have a sampling
distribution
2
GUM X2
G f Y	 2
where X2 is the chi-square variable with n = 2 degrees of freedom.
The (1 - a) confidence interval for the single record is
	
2G(f) 
a G(f) <	 2G(f)
X2 (a/2)	 X2(1 - a/2)
The (1 - a) con fidence interval expressed in terms of decibels is
A122
10 1og10G(f) + 10 10910 ' 2	 < 10 1og10G(f) < 10 109100(f)
-(n/:')
+ 10 1
°9.0 2 2X2(1 - n/`)
Fbr a 99-percent confidence interval
X2(m /2) = X2 (0.005) = 10.597
X2(1 - a12) = X2(0.995)0.01
Thus
110 log10G{f) + 10 1og10 10-597 < 10 log 10
G(f) < 10 loglOG(f)
+ 10 log	 210 0.01
or
110 logloG(f) - 7.2 dB < 10 log10G(f) < 10 log10G(f) + 23 dBJ
The error for a single estimate is unacceptable. The error is
reduced by averaging over an ensemble of estimates. This Is done by
computing N disjoint, that is, independent, sample records and av-
eraging the N estimates at each frequency of spectral component.
The total number of degrees of freedom becomes
n - 2N
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For a total tape record of 120 seconds, the maximum number of indepen-
dent sample records is
N - 120/T
For the computation reported herein:
f = 1000 Hz
m
f - 2048 Hz
s
T = 1/2 sec
-=2Hz
N - 240
However, due to the processor design and the use of redundant data the
number of independent samples was less than 240 but more than 128. For
the following calculations N = 128 is used. Thus
n = 256
For n greater than 30, a normal approximation to the cLi-square
distribution is adequate. The expression
2X2 -	 2n - 1
is approximately normally distributed as the standard norm distribu-
tion. Hence
PI'L<Xn(a)^ =a
	 (Vf2 x 'a-
	
2n-1
For the 99-percent confidence interval
2XA(a/2) -	 2A - 1 = 2.58
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2X2(1 - a/2) -
	 2n - 1 = -2.58
Thus
X2(1 - a/2) _ [ 2.58 +	 255]2/2 = 89.6289
X n (a/2) _ [2.58 +
	 255,2/2 = 172.0275
Consequently, the 99-percent confidence interval for this 128 point
example is
110 10910G(f) + 10 log10 172.02
8
08 75 < 10 log 10G(f) < 10 log 10G(f)
+ 10 log 128$9.289
or
110 log 10G(f) - 1.3 dB < 10 log 1QC(f) < 10 log 10G(f) + 1.5 dB]
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